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Technologies
Global

Partnership

Ecmanage and Sizer Technologies join forces to create a complete
end-to-end sizing and wardrobe management solution
As technology advances, business operations
adapt and streamline - productivity and
service levels improve, which leads to
industries that flourish.

foundations to the business that has become a pillar of the
textile industry.
Their innovative wardrobe management solution is customisable
for businesses and can be simplistic for ease-of-use or
extensive depending on the client’s needs. Their ethos is
to create ongoing partnerships with clients for continuous
upgrades, and improvements
which grows with their customer’s
have become
businesses.

Ecmanage and Sizer have intuitively created solutions to
labour-intensive issues in
relation to wardrobe
My customers
management and sizing. Their
increasingly happy since I started
newly founded partnership takes
them to the next level.
using Ecmanage’s system over 5

“

Ecmanage oversees a global
presence with over 1800 customers
providing a cost-effective service
Ecmanage and Sizer’s state-ofyears ago. The system is easy-towhich streamlines the ordering
the-art systems were due to
process of workwear and PPE. Their
use and is completely adaptable to
revolutionise the procurement
innovative wardrobe management
cater for evolving ideas.
of professional clothing and
solution has seen their success grow
since the emergence of the
internationally as they won contracts
Maykel Kuipers, Sales Manager at Dirksen
coronavirus pandemic, their
with large firms such as G4S, in
Bedrijfskleding B.V.
digital solutions have taken
addition to the police and firefighting
services in the Netherlands, plus other organisations like
the industry by storm as the contactless methods became a
schools and transport companies.
necessity for businesses.

”

Ecmanage offers bespoke technological
solutions

What Ecmanage’s customers say about them:

Ecmanage is the global industry-leading system for a
complete, scalable ordering process for the PPE and
professional clothing market, awarded with the ISO 27001
accreditation. Ron Wessel founded the Dutch company over
12 years ago with Evert van Es, Software Architect laying the
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Sonja Kurris, Process Manager at G4S said: “One of the main
reasons we chose Ecmanage’s system is because it is easy to
implement globally. As a worldwide company, the scalability,
flexibility of all functionalities allowed G4S to implement
the customisable system to meet the specific needs of each
individual countries we operate in. By using Ecmanage, we have
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better control on the complete workwear process. The issuing,
turning-in, destruction, reuse and cleaning of workwear is
better managed and thereby reduces our spend.”

The system is easy-to-use and is completely adaptable to
cater for evolving ideas.”

Ecmanage has embedded versatility into their pioneering
Kees Kouwenhoven, Sales Manager at Kalkman
wardrobe management solution as manufacturers and
Handelsonderneming B.V. said: “We have been working with
suppliers of workwear can also benefit by organising the
Ecmanage for over 10 years using
periodical inspection of tools and
their wardrobe management
personal equipment.
By using Ecmanage, we have
system and we have been very
The business strives for
better control on the complete
impressed with their bespoke,
performance-driven progression
innovative and time-saving
workwear process. The issuing,
and this is the mindset that led
technology. This system has
Ecmanage to join forces with
turning-in, destruction, reuse and
worked so well for us that we have
Sizer, the gold-standard for sizing
referred Ecmanage to all of our
cleaning of workwear is better
technology.
international customers.”

“

managed and thereby reduces our

”

Ecmanage’s system allows for
Sizer Technologies leads
spend.
budgeting, ordering packages,
the textile industry
clothing specifications and sizes,
Sonja Kurris, Process Manager at G4S
Sizer’s ground-breaking, industryin addition to an inclusive returns
first, digital approach to body
procedure, allowing customers to
measurements is a transformative solution, using a digital
control the entire ordering process in one intuitive application.
technology to solve the intensive customer challenge of
Their customers can provide increasingly improved service levels
finding the right fit. Their advanced self-measuring solution
as the solution can integrate within ERP-systems and reduce
is reported to be the most accurate in the global market.
hidden costs within their procurement strategies. Ecmanage’s
system is limitless with the number of users having their own
personal environments whilst displaying the corporate branding.
Maykel Kuipers, Sales Manager at Dirksen Bedrijfskleding B.V.
stated: “My customers have become increasingly happy since I
started using Ecmanage’s system over 5 years ago.
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This innovative fitting technology is patented by Sizer after
being developed by world-class computer vision engineers
and with headquarters in Israel, some of the brightest minds
in the tech industry are now working on driving this platform
forward.
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Sizer Technologies’ ground-breaking approach to body measurements
Simply by using a mobile application and the front-end camera

SizerPro is the most advanced contact-free body measuring

of any smartphone or tablet, Sizer’s technology generates

platform built especially for the uniform and workwear industry.

body measurements by applying a proprietary combination

Customers benefit from an immediate, responsive solution

of computer vision, deep-learning computer algorithms

to fit employees with their essential workwear, removing the

and artificial intelligence, to accurately determine size

costly need for time-consuming and labour-intensive manual

recommendations for each garment, for every user.

fitting sessions, as well as the complex logistics of sampling

Sizer’s intuitive online dashboard
automatically streamlines
data and allows customers to
manage multiple accounts with
customised measurement reports
to allow for greater flexibility
depending on the business’
needs.
Simon Hunter, CEO Hunter

size sets, which comes with the

“

Hunter selected Sizer due
to its accuracy and ease of use.
We have now deployed Sizer on
multiple contracts and are looking
forward to growing this tech
within our business.

Apparel said: “Hunter selected
Sizer due to its accuracy and
ease-of-use. We have now

deployed Sizer on multiple contracts and are looking forward
to growing this tech within our business”
The measuring process is very quick and super-easy and
completed within 2 minutes, saving a lot of time. The user is
guided to perform a few simple poses as they interact with
the application, during which time a series of images are
taken from different angles that help decipher their exact
contours.
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”

Simon Hunter, CEO at Hunter Apparel

potential for error. Sizer facilitates
mass measuring of employees
with extreme accuracy, anytime,
anywhere.
Sizer’s platform is also highly
compatible and can very easily
be integrated into any B2B or
B2C website platform or any
other company ERP-system. For
complete customisation, Sizer
also offers a white label solution.

Vincent Siau Managing Director Alsico Belgium: “Today is an
ideal moment to put technologies like Sizer into the market. It’s
such a convenient system. The momentum could not be better
for Sizer to go full force.”
Amid COVID-19, companies are rapidly searching for contact-free
fitting solutions. Today Sizer is attracting even more world-wide
attention, partnering with global clients across the UK, Europe,
Australia and the USA and winning contracts with leading firms
such as Landau Uniforms, Alsico and Hunter Apparel.
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The Partnership

Adam Kaplan, CEO of Sizer commented: “The world isn’t
going to stop. Companies that do not adapt and choose to
When asked about his vision for the partnership between
sit back and wait for the pandemic to pass by are going to
Ecmanage and Sizer, Ron Wessel replied: “Due to the pandemic
struggle and die-out, whereas the businesses that do adapt
and changing world, it is important that we offer a complete,
will be so much more competitive when things return to a
end-to-end digital solution to our customers. The measuring
level of normality again. Our partnership with Ecmanage
of clothing is very important to get
is a paramount step towards
right first time. Sizer have created
our business vision, in helping
Today is an ideal moment to
something amazing which sits within
companies to gain a competitive
put technologies like Sizer into
advantage and implement
our system like a missing jigsaw
more efficient, cost saving and
piece.”
the market. It is such a convenient
sustainable solutions.”
The complete wardrobe management
system. The momentum could
Both partners recognise the
solution between Ecmanage and
not be better for Sizer to go full
demand for a complete endSizer provides significant flexibility to
to-end solution where the
force.
their customers and offer a wealth of
wardrobe management system
expertise between the two teams.
Vincent Siau, Managing Director at Alsico Belgium
and sizing service combine into
The collaboration has sparked
one platform.
interest from across the globe and all
continents since the pandemic hit as businesses rapidly adapt
Not content with a plug-in, one-size-fits-all approach,
Ecmanage and Sizer recognise that their customers shouldn’t
their operations to allow for virtual communication and services.
need to adapt their operations to suit them and this is why
Sizer
Ecmanage
the partnership offers a bespoke and customisable system
www.start.ecmanage.co.uk
www.sizer.me
to meet any business’ needs.

“

”

sales@ecmanage.co.uk

nicolel@sizer.me

/company/ecmanage-uk

/company/sizer-ltd-/

+31 70 4157120

/MySizer/
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Declan
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Assistant
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Welcome to the
November-January
issue of PCIAW®VOICE.
As the end of 2020 approaches
and the New Year awaits,
PCIAW® reflects upon a frantic
year. The coronavirus pandemic
caused colossal disruption
to businesses and supply
chains, perfectly illustrated
by congested shipping ports
seeing containers piling-up and
deliveries being delayed in the
run-up to Christmas.

Fortunately, the doom and
gloom look set to abate as the
first dose of the Pfizer vaccine is administered here in the UK.
Now the world can finally take a sigh of relief as the pandemic’s
end is in sight and the glimmer of a brighter future awaits.
As we speak with the PCIAW® community, we hear anticipation
in every conversation and an eagerness to get back to business.
The PCIAW® Summit and Awards 2021 is gearing-up for action
as we organise a reunion of the professional clothing industry
and offer something to look forward to.
Offering opportunities to network with an international
guestlist from across the professional clothing supply chain,
the PCIAW® Summit and Awards 2021 event will offer
exclusive industry insights and celebrate some of the terrific
achievements of businesses and individuals working tirelessly
throughout the pandemic.
This edition of PCIAW®VOICE will display the innovations that
have trailblazed through the turbulence of 2020. Perseverance
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and ingenuity have kept our industry afloat – they say that
creativity can flourish during difficult times.
The industry’s willingness and ability to embrace technology
has been phenomenal. Wardrobe management and digital
sizing solutions have become a necessity – resonating with the
industry so clearly, we see Ecmanage and Sizer Technologies
celebrating their achievements on the front cover.
Inside the magazine, we delve into the latest news relating to
the professional clothing industry, COVID-19 and Brexit as we
keep PCIAW® readers informed.
We hear from OCO Global, who working with the British
government, pitch Tunisia as their solution to the textile
industry’s need to consider nearshoring to provide resilience to
supply chains.
Midas Safety shares its story on its innovation in workwear and
its excellence in going above and beyond its manufacturing
duties.
Stuncroft’s Douglas Bailey contributes to the PCIAW® Industry
Leader’s Report with a bout of optimism that predicts a
rebounding for corporatewear in 2021.
A series of features discusses growing trends with thoughtleaders from the professional clothing industry. Antiviral
materials, sustainability, plus ear and eye protection take the
centre stage followed by an analysis of the PCIAW®’s first ever
Webinar Week.
Regular contributor and PCIAW® Board Director, Natalie Wilson
tackles the issue of ill-fitting PPE, focusing on women and BAME
individuals trying to combat a pandemic when short supplies
mean fit-tests are not prioritised.
And finally, we highlight our members, new and old, to give
them the recognition they deserve for supporting the PCIAW®.
Here’s to a better 2021. Merry Christmas from PCIAW®.
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Milliken & Company is proud to be
the partner of the 2021 Summit,
Networking & Awards

2nd and 3rd November 2021
at the Radisson Blu Edwardian,
London Heathrow.

Contact: info@pciaw.org Tel: +44(0) 1908 411 415 Visit: www.pciaw.org
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OCO Global: the finest in
international investment

OCO Global and PCIAW® open doors for
nearshoring opportunities in Tunisia to provide
resilience to supply chains.
OCO Global is a consulting firm specialising in international trade
and investment, working alongside governments and the private
sector for almost 20 years, developing and implementing widereaching international business strategies.
The London-based consultative firm works in partnership with
the Department of International Trade (DIT) to support UK
exporters into North America, UAE, and Europe, supporting
economies ranging from Japan and Switzerland, to New York and
Newcastle.
OCO shares PCIAW®’s sustained commitment to creating
thousands of jobs across local economies, revivifying industries
around the world. The company also offers its services to private
companies, helping them to exponentially grow exports and
international market entry plans.

OCO Global and PCIAW®’s shared vision
Together, the PCIAW® and OCO Global are forging the future
by opening the ready-to-go Tunisian manufacturing base for
the professional clothing market. With Brexit looming and
the disruption caused by the pandemic, we are seeing more
companies and countries looking at shoring-up their supply chain.
It is now fundamental for the competitiveness and sustainability
of businesses worldwide.
The textiles industry has seen this movement accelerating over
the last few years due to new industry players driving down
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minimum order quantities and increasing the speed of introducing
new products. For professional workwear suppliers, the time
has also come to reimagine their supply chain. Cost remains
important, but quality, sustainability, and security of supply are
now at least as critical in the decision-making process.

Enriching international investment
Despite the uncertainty generated in international trade prospects
by ongoing Brexit negotiations, OCO Global is leading the world
in displaying the effects of market diversification and supply chain
resiliency and flexibility.
OCO is launching an enriching initiative in conjunction with a
UK government-funded programme, which is led by the British
Embassy in Tunis and managed by Tetratech, to support Tunisian
companies to build commercial relationships with UK buyers and
suppliers. The OCO vision aims to support Tunisian exporters
access the UK market whilst simultaneously empowering UK
buyers/suppliers access a nearshore supply base that will help
maintain their competitiveness and resilience. OCO services are
also free.

Strengthening links with Tunisia
OCO Global is eager to develop its connections with Tunisia, a
dynamic and enriching textiles nation. The expansive nature of the
global economy has propelled OCO to continually assess markets
and consider new locations. Tunisia, a country located in the
Maghreb region in North Africa, is moving forward from a turbulent
past and is now leading world-class industries of food, fashion,
and ICT. OCO is working to facilitate collaborations between UK
buyers and Tunisian manufacturers, navigating beyond perceived
Guide
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www.pciaw.org

political uncertainty to shine a spotlight on significantly competitive
product costs and dynamic, inventive, people. Tunisia possesses a
vast spectrum of talents and facilities with the capacity for washing,
spinning and dyeing yarns and a precision for manufacturing.
Tunisia boasts a range of established professional workwear firms
that provide quality, cost, speed and innovation whilst delivering the
desired flexibility, reliability and diversity needed in this new world
order.
The nation is already well known to the PCIAW®, which is keen to
redevelop its linkages with this neighbouring supply partner.

An endeavour of international
proportions:
Webinar - 27th January 2021
You are invited to a Zoom webinar.
27th January, 2021 at 10:00am London time.
Topic: OCO Global and PCIAW® webinar.
Tunisia - a resilient & flexible supply chain.
OCO is conducting an exciting webinar on 27th
January 2021 to unite and educate both UK
suppliers, buyers and Tunisian manufacturers
on what is proving to be a dynamic and mutually
beneficial opportunity.

Economic Overview:
• GDP: US$ 38.7 Billion
• Population: 11.7 Million

An expansive textiles sector
The textile and clothing sector contributed approximately 17%
to country GDP in 2017 and about 20% of the total value of
Tunisian exports. The European Union is the main destination
(95%) of the sector’s exports with France, Italy, Germany,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain accounting for 93%.

The OCO seeks to implement a step-by-step plan:
• Sourcing specific capabilities for UK firms by
listening, learning and identifying the relevant
companies in Tunisia to offer firms profiles and
relevant introductions where necessary
• Providing support both in the UK and Tunisia to
facilitate communication and coordination
• Arranging, managing and partly funding visits
to Tunisia to meet with factories, once current
travel restrictions are eased
• Helping UK companies to understand the
investment landscape in Tunisia
• Bringing Tunisian manufacturers to the UK to
meet with buyers and suppliers

Register in advance for this webinar:
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_0oJTl2c3Rb6D0lco0xfJlw
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Regional distrubution of textiles companies

Top 25 importing markets for a product
exported by la Tunisie
Importers

Exported value in
2015

Exported value in
2016

Exported value in
2017

Exported value in
2019

World

1552078

1580619

1610664

1691945

France

570086

561591

597736

557119

Italy

309046

333694

326961

337997

Germany

255004

265260

261764

309369

Netherlands

108813

112923

106137

133547

Belgium

98527

105522

107667

103379

Spain

85712

72549

89230

62821

United Kingdom

78481

60603

48319

48058

Ireland

1

40

296

45431

Switzerland

4485

7583

9306

16222

Portugal

9800

12536

15560

12886

Czech Republic

350

519

2832

9827

United States of America

6251

9506

10117

9678

Sweden

1990

5170

5183

7678

Area Nes

1418

5849

3059

6763

Poland

1729

5155

4001

6254

Malta

2862

1765

1997

2885

Hong Kong, China

1891

2537

2170

2016

Algeria

824

788

1012

1803

Austria

1454

1386

2051

1686

Mexico

231

569

1231

1686

Australia

709

1133

410

1311

Korea, Republic of

1022

1516

1307

1310

India

252

1175

747

1248

China

1422

1829

568

1176
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Top 10 largest workwear companies based
on the number of employees

The textile and clothing industry is mainly concentrated in the
centre and North-East of Tunisia with 83% of all textile enterprises
located there (APII, 2017). This is explained by the abundance
of the workforce, existing infrastructure and the proximity of
exporting zones.

Company Name

No. of employees

CONFECTION TNNE DE SECURITE

430

FASITEX

329

CONFECTION IND TEBOULBA
GUEMENE INTER

300

LIBERTEX

300

FLORITEX

290

APPAREL @ WORK

280

• Exemptions on imported materials intended for export
goods and on materials and equipment purchased locally

STE FAITHFUL - QUALITEXT

260

• Exemptions on the enterprise’s income and transactions

STE TUNISIAN ITALIAN
CONFECTION

260

• Expenses covered by the state including infrastructure
work and contributions to the social security system

VETEMENTS DE TRAVAIL

256

LA CONFECTION TNNE

250

• No prior authorisation needed by the Higher Commission
of the Investment for any enterprise with 100% foreign
direct investment (FDI)

Encouraging investment: incentives and
privileges
The sector is also subject to the Investment Code, which was
reviewed and changed to the Investment Law in 2016 that
provides more incentives, privileges and tax exemptions in order to
encourage investments such as:

France and Italy represent almost two-thirds of the exports so
the quality of Tunisia’s suppliers is clear to see - there is a great
opportunity for the UK to increase its share of these exports.
The textile sector is one of the largest employers in Tunisia, with
over 161,000 workers and around 1600 companies. Tunisianowned enterprises and enterprises with mixed (Tunisian-foreign)
ownership amount to 60% of all enterprises, whilst 40% are
entirely foreign-owned.

A hub of dynamic workwear
There are 198 enterprises specialised in workwear with
approximately 12% of all enterprises in the textile sector, employing
around 18,400 workers. Of these, 48% are foreign or partnership
enterprises which employ 68% of the labour force. France occupies
the top rank of workwear enterprises; Germany is
ranked second and Belgium third. Together the three
countries account for 72% of all foreign workwear
enterprises.

www.ocoglobal.com
+44 (0)7961 930262
colin.mccullagh@ocoglobal.com
/company/oco-global
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Industry News
Hunter Apparel Solutions
deliver continued PPE
success

Desigual joins Finboot
to enhance supply chain
resiliency

Hunter Apparel Solutions Limited have
offered customers their support and
expertise in sourcing and manufacturing
critical PPE in order to respond to
COVID-19.

Leading international fashion brand Desigual
has partnered with enterprise blockchain
group Finboot to integrate its MARCO Track &
Trace application within its import and export
process to improve transparency and build
resiliency in its supply chain.

Hunter’s team had the privilege of working with many of the
UK’s key front line organisations, including the NHS, Police
Services, and Fire Services, among others.
Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Desigual is now able to trace the entire process, from
purchase order to arrival, on a near real-time basis.
Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Sizer Technologies partners with Landau
Uniforms to launch contactless body
measuring app

Carbios: transforming textile waste into clear
bottles

Sizer Technologies, global market leaders in contactless
digital body measuring solutions, have partnered with
leading apparel manufacturer, Landau Uniforms, to launch
the Landau MyFit app. With Sizer, Landau’s customers will
benefit from an immediate, responsive solution to fitting
their customers’ employees with their essential workwear.

The textile market is one of the most polluting industries
in the world; as focus on its carbon footprint is becoming
evermore salient.
Businesses like Carbios have been creating innovative
solutions by successfully creating clear bottles from 100%
recycled Purified Terephthalic Acid from textile waste
containing a high PET content.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

BlackStrap upcycles fabrics in innovative
Waste-Zero project

Safariland and Flying Cross launch virtual sizing
technology for body armour and uniforms

BlackStrap has created a Waste-Zero project that takes
fabric scraps and transforms them into usable accessories.

Safariland®, a leading global provider of safety products,

The Oregan-based company is a prominent facemask
manufacturer, crafting fabric into headgear, baselayers,
and facewear whilst limiting landfill waste and promoting a
better, sustainable future.

launch of phase one of a new virtual sizing technology called

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.
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along with Flying Cross, have announced their collaborative
XpertFit. This virtual sizing technology revolutionises the
process in which individual officers are sized for body armour
and uniform apparel.
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Industry News
GORE and BIONIC® Yarn
collaborate on recycled textile
development

Next
generation
of fabric
technology.

W. L. Gore & Associates and Bionic Yarn announced a
collaboration to develop high-performance textiles made
from traceable, recycled coastal and marine plastic.
Gore recently made an equity investment in BIONIC® to help streamline its fibre
supply chain and grow its Costa Rica operation responsible for the recovery,
processing, and conversion of collected plastic debris into high-performance
textiles and products. This collaboration brings together BIONIC‘s traceable
supply of recycled polymers with Gore’s deep understanding of material science
and performance requirements.
Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Seahawk Apparel: supporting
students’ safe study at
Strathclyde
The University of Strathclyde has laid
down plans to ensure students have the
highest quality learning experience in a
safe and secure environment by making
washable face coverings available for
everyone who needs them. The protective workwear specialist, Scott Direct, was
appointed through the Scotland Excel Framework to provide this solution.
Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Hengli Petrochemical to utilise INVISTA’s P8 Technology for
two PTA lines at Huizhou
INVISTA’s technology and licensing group, INVISTA Performance Technologies (IPT),
and Hengli Petrochemical (Huizhou) Co. Ltd, a subsidiary of Hengli Group (Hengli),
have reached agreement to license INVISTA’s P8 PTA technology for two PTA lines.
These two lines will be installed at Xiachong, Daya Bay, Huizhou City, Guangdong
province, China.

www.altinyildiz.com.tr

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.
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COVID-19 News
UK manufacturers left in
precarious position after
PPE crisis

Major interventions
needed to meet global
PPE demand

In March 2020, the British government was
in dire need of an already reduced supply
of personal protective equipment (PPE).
its PPE domestically.

The healthcare supply industry must
increase production by at least 40%
to meet growing demand for personal
protective equipment (PPE), a new review
has found.

However, it later emerged that government ministers had
awarded contracts to international suppliers or middlemen,
with little or no prior experience.

According to estimates by the World Health Organization
(WHO), the global healthcare sector will need 89 million
masks, 76 million gloves and 1.6 million goggles per month.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

News emerged that the government would source 70% of

COVID-19: World’s biggest latex glove
maker shuts factories

PPE is 20% more expensive in November as
VAT exemption ends

The largest producer of latex gloves in the world has
shut more than half of its factories due to almost 2,500
employees testing positive for coronavirus. Top Glove is
based in Malaysia and will close 28 sites as it attempts
to gain control of the COVID-19 outbreak, the authorities
reported.

In May, the UK Treasury Office removed VAT charges on PPE
due to the COVID-19 outbreak, requiring health workers and
the general public to wear face masks. The VAT exemption
was extended, but from November, PPE and face masks will
become 20% more expensive as the general rate of VAT is
applied.

Read more on the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Read more on the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

UK government paying up to £1m a day
to store thousands of PPE in shipping
containers

Midlands manufacturer appeals to
government to rethink PPE decision

The government is reportedly spending upwards of £1 million
a day to store 10,000 shipping containers at Felixstowe,
Suffolk. Despite the NHS reporting a serious shortage of
PPE, around 11,000 shipping containers full of essential PPE
accumulated at the quay last week.

Midlands-based workwear manufacturer Wearwell (UK) Ltd
has added its voice to appeals to the UK government to
rethink a controversial decision by the Department of Health
and Social Care to stop the funding of PPE to regional NHS
Trusts. Each Trust is now required to purchase essential PPE
directly from Central Procurement.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.
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Brexit News
No-deal Brexit could cost
27,000 jobs

UKFT’s Brexit Toolkit and
briefing for members

More than 27,000 people working in the
textile and clothing industry in the UK
stand to lose their jobs under a no deal
Brexit, research has found.

The UKFT will be sharing the latest edition
of our Brexit Guidance Toolkit with the
PCIAW® readership to help UK fashion and
textile companies prepare for the changes
ahead.

Job losses within the sector across the EU could surpass
100,000 if the Government fails to reach a Brexit deal,
according to figures from Euratex.

It is available to help you make sense of the new rules and

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

BREXIT: the UK Border
Operating Model

offer strategies for how your business can best adapt to
the new arrangements.

The UK Border Operating Model Session
extensively discussed key topics for
businesses to address, including the new
UK tariff, UK/EU & FTA flows, and supply
chain considerations.
Issues with the greatest impact on operations and people
were flagged, primarily the Kent access permit, port
complexities, time-critical declarations for carriers, and valid
paperwork procedures.
Visit the newly designed PCIAW® website, www.pciaw.org.

GO GREENER

Finish your outfit with our ID accessories.

020 8614 8880
www.pdc-big.co.uk/info/eco-friendly

NAME BADGES - LANYARDS - ID ACCESSORIES - WRISTBANDS
PCIAW®VOICE
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PCIAW® award winner
Sabina Tayub charts
new territory with
Bridges to Prosperity

Due to Covid-19, the initiative could not take place in June 2020, so
it has been rescheduled to June 2021 (subject to safety guidelines).

What is Bridges to Prosperity?
Some may believe that building better schools, hospitals or marketplaces
is more effective in improving the lives of local communities. But when
people cannot access basic amenities in relative safety, there is a bigger
issue at hand – the last mile connection.

Ultimately, bridges build connections.

As a Graduate Civil
Engineer, Sabina
Tayub joined Balfour
Beatty and promptly
addressed issues
with her uniform,
which was designed
exclusively for men, with no regard for her
size or fit.

Bridges to Prosperity work diligently to provide surety of
connection through the construction of two main bridge types:
Suspension Bridges and Suspended Bridges.

“My trousers, in particular, were of concern,” said Sabina. “It fit
me well from the waist but was tight from the thighs, which
restricted my movement when walking.”

So far, Bridges to Prosperity has constructed over 250 footbridges
worldwide, helping over 1-million community members.

Under the guidance of PCIAW® CEO Yvette Ashby,
Sabina initiated a process of developing PPE garments for
women by recycling existing garments, ensuring that they were
sufficiently tailored to fit women.

Suspended bridge		

What is the outcome?
Building bridges in rural areas have significantly benefited local
communities:

For her remarkable accomplishments, Sabina was the proud
recipient of the Best Newcomer (Individual) Award at the
acclaimed PCIAW® Awards 2019.
“After my constant efforts of bringing changes into the business
in regard to PPE,” Sabina said, “I finally felt like I made a difference.”

Exciting News
Today, Sabina has even higher aspirations; she is pleased to
announce her selection as a community lead for the admirable
non-profit, Bridges to Prosperity!
Working in Team Gogo, Sabina will help contribute towards
efforts to construct a fortified footbridge in Rwanda, whilst
leading education initiatives for the local community. This
exciting collaboration unites Balfour Beatty, Mott Macdonald
and Bridges to Prosperity, a grassroots charity affecting change
in local communities.
Sabina’s interests in helping underprivileged communities began from
a very young age, with her childhood based in Malawi.
After witnessing the devastating effects of inadequate
infrastructure on the locals’ daily lives, Sabina was spurred to
participate in this unique charity cause.
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Suspension bridge

+ 35.8% increase in wages
+ 75% farmer profitability
+ 60% women entering the labour market
The successes of Bridges to Prosperity are evident across the
world, from South America to Central Africa.

Sabina’s Request
Sabina is looking forward to devoting her time to a truly
applaudable, worthy cause, where she will work closely with
local communities to aid the construction of a safe crossing. She
kindly requests individuals or companies interested in donating or
sponsoring PPE to get in touch with her.
The Project will require the distribution of many amenities for
local residents, who are integral to the safe development of the
bridge in the long term. PPE, such as boots, socks, sunglasses,
safety glasses, long sleeve high-vis, hard hats, and gloves
are vital for this project. Any help with supplies is deeply
appreciated.
Find out more about Bridges to Prosperity at
www.bridgestoprosperity.org.
Guide
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One in a series of stories in our Three Pillars Sustainability Program

HOW DO WE MEASURE FABRIC?

Since the first CORDURA® fabric rolled out of a mill more than
50 years ago, we have made fabrics that endure. And, because
they are long-lasting and need to be replaced less often, they can
contribute to building a more sustainable world for all of us.
It’s why we’ve launched The CORDURA® Three Pillars Sustainability
Program. Each Pillar underpins an aspect of our business:
Product, Process and Partnership.
And each reflects our view of the role of business in society: to
create products and services people need, but to do so responsibly.
This means finding ways to use fewer resources, operate safely,
protect the environment and always act ethically. Mindful of the
Earth’s complex ecosystems, we constantly aim to improve and
innovate – both in what we make and how we make it.
Discover more at CORDURA.com/sustainability

Sustainability Begins
With Products That Last

TM

© 2020 INVISTA. CORDURA and the CORDURA logo are trademarks of INVISTA.

PCIAW® partners with TSA to
usher in new era of collaboration
In December 2020, the Professional
Clothing Industry Association Worldwide
(PCIAW®) was pleased to announce its
partnership with the Textiles Services
Association (TSA), the finest in the
commercial laundry and textile rental
businesses.

As the pre-eminent trade association for textile service
professionals, the TSA has sustained a strong network which
monitors professional standards, trains workforces, and
champions the textile industry’s services across the UK.

Sustainable, conscious solutions

The PCIAW® is a firm believer in inspiring continued
innovation and collaboration within the textile and
manufacturing industry. We believe that when shared
expertise is brought to the fore,
The partnership is poised
the results lend themselves to
to provide end-to-end
The PCIAW® is a firm believer in unparalleled growth and excellence.
support and guidance to
inspiring continued innovation and The TSA is renowned for establishing
every aspect of textile
beneficial agreements for members
collaboration within the textile
manufacturers, distributors,
of the textile industry, successfully
and manufacturing industry.
and suppliers. This union
negotiating the Climate Change
between PCIAW® and
Agreement to secure resourceYvette Ashby, CEO of PCIAW®
TSA represents the firm
efficiency by rewarding laundries
which consciously reduce energy
links between the wider
consumption
and
promote
eco-efficiency. TSA consultants
professional clothing industry and the industrial laundry
have led proficient Technical Standards, ensuring a standard
sector, which are mutually reliant on one another.
of utmost quality and efficiency.
The PCIAW® elevates expertise and innovation within the
More recently, the TSA has played a prominent role in
professional clothing industry, fostering collaboration and

“

”

peer-to-peer support through exclusive industry networking

lobbying the UK government to replace single-use gowns

events and gatherings created for the buyers, by the buyers.

in the wake of an exponential growth in single-use personal
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protective equipment (PPE) during the pandemic. The TSA

gowns in the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Strategy

effectively demonstrated the inadequacy of single-use isolation

released in October, giving the industry and environment hope.”

gowns, which were neither cost-effective nor environmentally

The PCIAW® joins TSA to champion a trusted network of integral

positive, ultimately disrupting the textile industry’s road towards

members, who offer unique areas of expertise in the production

a sustainable future.
As an alternative, the TSA
delivered a permanent long-term
solution by supporting reusable,
environmentally-conscious isolation
gowns, with sustainability at
the forefront of their policy. The
TSA has furthered that reusable
isolation gowns can be laundered

of reusable isolation gowns. By

“

TSA are proud to partner with
PCIAW®. We have been lobbying
the UK government for the last
nine months to incorporate
reusable isolation gowns into
their official PPE strategy.

up to 75 times. Both the PCIAW®

”

David Stevens, CEO of TCA

and TSA concur on the efficacy of
reusable isolation gowns, which

elevating individuals with a deep
understanding of the commercial
laundry process, we can embed
longevity and cost-effective
quality in health and safetyrelated products and services
offered in the UK and across the
world.
Yvette Ashby, CEO of PCIAW®,
added: “Sustainability lies at
the heart of the professional

minimise adverse economic and environmental effects.

clothing industry, and in order to reach our carbon footprint

Inspiring a dynamic future

targets by 2050, we must do everything we can to ensure that

“TSA are proud to partner with PCIAW®,” declared David Stevens,
CEO of the Textiles Services Association. “We have been lobbying
the UK government for the last nine months to incorporate
reusable isolation gowns into their
www.tsa-uk.org
official PPE strategy.

happens. As we all know, the textile

The Department of Health and
Social Care (DHSC) have finally paid
recognition to the idea of reusable
PCIAW®VOICE
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industry is the second largest
polluter after aviation.”
/TextileServices

+44 (0) 20 3151 5600

/TextileServicesUK

tsa@tsa-uk.org

/textile-services-association
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PCIAW® nominates Natalie
Wilson for NFCC Committee
years’ experience in the industry, including working with end-users
The National Fire Chief’s Council (NFCC)
across the fire, police and healthcare services, in addition to the
has for the first time established a PPE and
hospitality and transport sectors.
Workwear Committee. The NFCC committee
Natalie will be able to bring her experience of working within
is part of the National Clothing Category
factories as well as her understanding of the technical
Strategy under the National Fire Commercial
development for workwear and PPE garments to the NFCC
Transformation Programme, which
committee. Her direct experience of laundry provision for both
the fire service and wider industry, including the development,
incorporates PPE, Workwear and Specialist
certification and manufacturing of
Fire Fighting PPE – it has
industrially launderable garments
I am truly delighted to be able
a combined category
will provide invaluable insights
spend in the region of
to be involved and appreciate
that the committee needs. Natalie
£20m per annum, across
has also worked as a member of
the committee’s support of my
the BSI committee responsible
the UK.
nomination

“

”

for the British Standard BS 8617 –
As part of their strategy, the
Cleaning, Maintenance & Repair of
Natalie Wilson, PCIAW® Board Director
NFCC PPE and Workwear
Firefighters PPE.
Committee wanted to engage
with industry stakeholders who would bring knowledge and
Whilst PCIAW®’s Board Director Natalie has previously worked
expertise from within the entire professional clothing and PPE
with the fire service to develop and supply station wear as part
supply chain.
of a layered, ensemble approach, she does not supply to the
fire service directly. Natalie will bring a neutral approach for the
By nominating a representative to the NFCC Committee, the
benefit of the NFCC committee and the important work they do,
Professional Clothing Industry Association Worldwide (PCIAW®)
without commercial interest.
can add significant value in terms of offering wider industry
knowledge and experience to aid the future development of PPE
and workwear for the fire service.
The PCIAW® is delighted to confirm that the nomination of our
Board Director, Natalie Wilson, has been accepted by the NFCC
Committee to represent our association. Natalie is an ideal
candidate to support the NFCC Committee as she has over 15
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Natalie commented “I am truly delighted to be able to be involved
and appreciate the committee’s support of my nomination”,
adding: “This is a really exciting opportunity to draw on the broad
knowledge of PCIAW® members to offer innovative solutions and
new ideas to uniform wearers across the fire service – helping to
protect those who protect us”
Guide
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Midas Safety continues to innovate
in workwear clothing
Midas Safety was established over 36 years ago and is
represented in more than 50 different countries worldwide.
They have become the leading manufacturer of gloves and
workwear over multiple sectors. They have developed their
products with passion and expertise and have been the go-to
manufacturer for industrial, manufacturing, construction, oil
and gas, healthcare, corporate sectors and more.
Having created an innovative portfolio featuring a diverse selection
of protective garments, the range includes products with highly
complex functionalities, in addition to other items that are simple
but effective. Midas Safety focuses on providing protection to hard
working wearers with hi-visibility clothing, fire-retardant (inherent
and treated), disposable protective suits, disposable and reusable
surgical plus isolation gowns, special application antistatic coveralls,
and water and weather resistant wear. The company also provides
uniforms for the healthcare and corporate sectors – with options
of special finishes including, but not limited to anti bacterial/viral
treatments for additional protection for wearers.
Midas Safety has proudly revealed that 80% of their customers
marked them as ‘business partner’ or ‘service provider’ rather than
just a manufacturer in a recent customer satisfaction survey. Such
phenomenal results keep the brand on their toes and motivate
them to exceed their own benchmarks.
Their offering of highly-customised solutions to customers has
developed and evolved from many years of experience.

“

We believe in more than selling products. We create
long-lasting partnerships through our team of expert
account managers who work with absolute client focus
and with complete transparency. Our experienced design
and development teams have unbeatable knowledge
of local and global end-to-end supply chains to ensure
smooth operations. Midas works to IFRS accounting
standards whilst our corporate governance processes are
externally audited and our SAP based ERP-systems provide
visibility across the order-to-delivery cycle.

”

such end-to-end quality measures set us apart
from our competition and that is why we are
proud to have repeatedly triumphed when it
comes to customer satisfaction on quality.
The promise to provide premium quality
products which satisfy all standards set
by international customers is not only a
proposition, but the cornerstone of our
identity.”
Midas Safety’s knowledge and experience
has provided credibility to their customers
as they help them acquire the essential
certifications in being flame-retardant,
antistatic, liquid protection or infection
protection.
Sustainability is at the heart of Midas
Safety’s values since the formation of the
business with their focus intensifying year
after year. Midas Safety has established
channels for reusable and recycled raw materials,
biodegradable packaging and OEKOTEX-certified
raw materials.
The brand also extends its values to the suppliers
by implementing its green procurement policy.
The Brand along with its partners are compliant
with Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) base code
and ILO conventions. Moreover, they have
also partnered with WWF for its Green Office
initiative, which is to help workplaces reduce the
carbon footprint. The team also actively monitors
environmental emissions and are proud to offer a
workforce that comprises of over 80% female staff
in contrast to the national average of 14%.
Within a world that strives to achieve safety now
more than ever, Midas Safety has the passion,
expertise and experience in leading the way
to provide the best in class protective gear for
businesses around the world.

“Over decades, our teams have racked up thousands of hours of
inspections and audits in quality control and quality assurance
processes,” commented
www.midassafety.com/Clothing
/safety_midas
Muhammad Usman Tariq, Head
of Sales & Marketing at Midas
clothing@midassafety.com
/company/midas-safety
Safety (Clothing Division).
M: +92 301 841 5238 L: +92 213 5081043-46
“Though painstaking, we know
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Newest Members
of the PCIAW®
As the PCIAW® continues to grow, new members are
joining us every day.
The PCIAW® is delighted to welcome a host of its latest
new members and is looking forward to supporting
and furthering their business development inside the
professional clothing industry.
PCIAW® membership offers suppliers, buyers, and companies
unparalleled access to exclusive networking opportunities
and resources unique to the industry, including the chance
to showcase their achievements on the worlds largest
directory of the professional clothing industry.
teamdress©
teamdress© creates the perfect balance between
sustainability, the feel-good factor and design chic. Its
signature ecoRover™ collection focuses on sustainability and
complements it with a modern look, comfortable cuts and
sophisticated details. teamdress© has pioneered innovative
designs along with optimal functionality and high-quality
comfort for durable work wear.
Virtually all teamdress© garments are certified according to
DIN ISO 15979, and ecoRover™ is the first leasing-compatible
workwear collection certified with the “green button,” a
German government seal of approval for sustainable textiles.
Modern cuts, ergonomic shapes and multiple colour designs
are the basic elements of the teamdress© timeless design.
The PCIAW® is looking forward to collaborating with teamdress©
to advance matters of mutual benefit
and business opportunities.
For more information contact us at
Koob@teamdress.de
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Evolve
Evolve is proud to offer bespoke, custom-crafted websites that
integrate effortlessly into existing legacy systems. As an all-in-one
ordering platform for workwear, janitorial, and office equipment
supplies, among others, Evolve has devised custom solutions for
complex processes.
Evolve uses a collaborative approach to engage the needs of
each customer, designing innovative and unique e-commerce sites
providing B2B and B2C features. Evolve’s leading industry-tailored
functionality delivers bespoke solutions for diverse business
processes.
The PCIAW® is proud to welcome Evolve into its membership and is
eager to continue a journey
of continued growth and
progress.

INVISTA CORDURA® Brand
The INVISTA CORDURA® Brand has created a legacy of continued
innovation and advancement in fabric technology for over 50 years.
Whilst offering strength, versatility, and the durability to withstand a
multiplicity of environmental conditions, CORDURA® is renowned in
the industry for its immense contributions to the world of military
gear, workwear, outdoor, and lifestyle apparel.
CORDURA® has constantly raised the bar for textile performance
and quality, with a dedication to sustainability and long-lasting
products.
A longtime partner of the PCIAW®, the CORDURA® Brand has a
history of collaboration with enduring brands and mills across the
world, which has driven the evolution of its fabric technologies.
Whilst pioneering product designs in textile solutions, CORDURA®
has advanced innovative
experimentation whilst striving
to bring adaptive thinking to the
forefront of its brand journey.

Branded Workwear
Branded Workwear is a bespoke custom clothing manufacturing and
personalised workwear business bringing stylish design visions to
life. The company has quickly become an established supplier of the
finest quality workwear tailored to a diverse range of environments.
Branded Workwear has recently partnered with United Brands of
Scandinavia to offer an expansive range of durable work and safety
wear across multiple service industries, becoming the one-stop
solution for uniquely branded workwear, uniforms, and PPE.
With over 20 years of combined experience, Branded Workwear
leads the market in its custom range clothing solutions and
personalised workwear, investing in high-quality, comfortable
garments to accommodate an array
of branding styles.
The PCIAW® welcomes Branded
Workwear into the fold of its
thriving membership community.
PCIAW®VOICE
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PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards

Back by popular demand:
PCIAW® Summit, Networking
and Awards to return in 2021!
The highly anticipated PCIAW® Summit,
Networking and Awards are set to return on
2nd November 2021!

Milliken & Company

We are proud to announce that the 2021 PCIAW® Summit and
Awards will be in partner with Milliken & Company. Milliken
& Company is a global leader in performance and protective
Join us for what is promising to be an instructive and
textiles, paving the way for an integrated, diverse portfolio
informative summit, unifying the entirety of the professional
of apparel fabric in the key industries of workwear, PPE, and
clothing industry. We invite you to the PCIAW® Summit on
outdoor markets. Milliken is at the forefront of the American
2nd November 2021 at The
textile industry, crafting a
Radisson Blu Edwardian,
legacy of bespoke expertise
The events will now commence on
London Heathrow, 140 Bath
in the global apparel market
Road, Hayes, UB3 5AW.
the 2nd and 3rd November 2021 at
with its innovative, original
solutions.
After the uncertainty wrought

the Radisson Blu Edwardian, London

by COVID-19, the PCIAW® is
Heathrow.
cognisant of health and safety
protocols and will be closely
monitoring the latest developments, as recommended by
government guidelines. The Professional Clothing Industry
Association Worldwide® is the only sector-specific body
dedicated to upholding the principles and values of the textile
and manufacturing industry. The PCIAW® Summit will proceed
in earnest, encouraging dialogue between industry experts
across the sectors of workwear, PPE, and workwear.
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Milliken has pursued a bold
vision of positive global
impact, empowering local
initiatives with community partners to advance education and
conserve natural resources. Milliken & Company is devoted to
expanding its horizons, weaving a distinct legacy of dynamic
innovation for over 150 years, spanning over 30 global
locations. Milliken’s commitment to maintaining a standard
of excellence in its expansive research has propelled the
everyday improvement of products, pioneering solutions which
Guide
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PCIAW® Summit, Networking & Awards

ensure eco-efficiency and sustainable development. Milliken’s
leadership values nurture meaningful connections with its
partners and communities, championing its diverse range of
stakeholder interests. Its sustained commitment to driving
individual and collective performance by fostering growth are
evinced in Milliken’s global textile portfolio, collaborating with
the esteemed Westex and Polartec brands.

Industry experts
The Summit will prove to be
an instructive experience for
the entire professional clothing
community, unifying industry
experts with exclusive advice and
information. The PCIAW® strives
to elevate voices within the
industry, engage in conversation,
and propel the dialogue onwards,
into the future. In response
to previous feedback, the PCIAW® Summit will incorporate
extensive networking opportunities whilst featuring speeches
by distinguished industry leaders addressing the pressing
issues of our time. An interactive panel will offer th exclusive
opportunity to engage in Q&A after every speaking slot. The
summit agenda will cover innovation in the textile industry, an
industry overview, and mental health in the industry.
The Summit will offer members the unique opportunity to
learn from the industry’s leading proponents on a vast array
of subjects acutely relevant to the industry. The Summit is an
invaluable opportunity for delegates to network, form new
business relations, and expand their horizons on the intricacies
of the industry. The engagement of its members is of high
PCIAW®VOICE
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importance - meet your industry peers, exchange ideas,
and enjoy a day dedicated to celebrating the monumental
accomplishments of the professional clothing industry.
The PCIAW® is eager to engage its buyers by delving into
the intricacies of the tendering process, where buyers are
encouraged to share their experiences. The PCIAW® Uniform
Buyers’ Network’s co-founder Samantha Heilling will share
some key insights, engaging
buyers everywhere. It strives to
promote business ventures by
centring buyers and business
and procurement managers
who are at the heart of the
professional clothing industry.
The PCIAW® Summit 2021 will
be hosting an exciting ‘breakout’ rooms for buyers to interact
exclusively with suppliers.

Speakers
The Summit will prove to be an enlightening experience, with
an impressive network of speakers, including Jeff Morris,
Senior Vice President at Milliken and Company, Paul Castelli,
International Sales Director at Milliken, Adam Mansell,
CEO of UKFT, Samantha Heilling, co-founder of PCIAW®
Uniform Buyers’ Network, Peter Bartsch, Head of Corporate
Sustainability at Lenzing; Alexandra Steger, Global Project
Manager Workwear, Lenzing Fibres Elke Bißdorf, International
Product Manager, Klopman. César Araújo, Board Director,
PCIAW® CEO, Calvelex, President, ANIVEC. Tim Cross, Partner
and Managing Director, Project Plan B.
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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Celebrating achievement:
The PCIAW® Awards 2021
The PCIAW® is pleased to announce the
return of the PCIAW® Awards on 3rd
November 2021!

Please note that separate entry forms must be filled for each
nomination, as multiple submissions will not be accepted. Each
company or individual may submit up to three entries in the
PCIAW® Awards 2021.

Taking place at the luxurious Radisson Blu Edwardian at London
Heathrow, the Awards will closely follow an informative Summit
to guarantee a truly unforgettable two-day experience. We are
pleased that the PCIAW® Summit and Awards are sponsored
by the globally acclaimed Milliken & Company. The PCIAW®
Awards is an unmissable event recognising and applauding
the dynamic creativity on display in the professional clothing
industry. We strive to highlight unique talent within the
workwear, corporate wear, and PPE sectors, whilst offering
exclusive networking opportunities to engage with preeminent
thought leaders and industry experts.

PCA VISION 2021

Award categories
The PCIAW® Awards have over 20 different awards available
for submission in 2021.
All awards are split into five categories:
• PPE Innovation of the Year Awards
• Supplier, Distributors & Manufacturers Awards
• Industry Recognition Awards
• Business Manager of the Year Award
• PCA VISION 2021 Awards
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The PCIAW® is thrilled
to announce the return
of PCA VISION 2021, a
contest of international
proportions, dedicated
to highlighting fresh
innovation from university
students across the globe.
The PCIAW® is aware
of the significance of
fostering diversity and
fresh talent in order to
invigorate the continued
development of the
textile and manufacturing
industry. We are looking
for the next student trailblazer who will revolutionise the
workwear industry by constructing an original, inventive,
and practical design for a garment which can be produced
fit-for-purpose. As well as offering a unique opportunity for
professional development, PCA VISION offers students of
fashion, textiles, and design the chance to showcase their
talent in front of the entire textile and manufacturing industry.
Guide
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Key Workers Awards 2021
This year, the professional clothing industry was
acutely affected by the devastation brought by
the Covid-19 pandemic.
As manufacturers, suppliers, and buyers were
inundated with widespread demand for personal
protective equipment,
the industry responded
with level-headed
thoughtfulness,
banding together to
convert manufacturing
facilities into makeshift
PPE production sites.
The PCIAW® is inviting
suppliers to nominate individuals and companies
alike for the prestigious Key Workers Awards
in the PCIAW® Awards 2021. This Award will
celebrate the incredible hard work of key
workers who stepped up to display unrelenting
courage and bravery at this crucial moment in
time. Individuals who selflessly sacrificed their
time and energy for our collective wellbeing

Sponsorship opportunities
The PCIAW® is now extending sponsorship of the PCIAW®
Awards 2021!
This is an
exclusive chance
to showcase
your brand on
an international
level, whilst
collaborating
closely with
the PCIAW® to
strengthen the
links within the professional clothing industry.
The PCIAW® offers sponsorships of each Award Category:

deserve to be recognised and applauded at
the PCIAW® Awards ceremony.
We encourage everyone within the
professional clothing industry to nominate
individuals who have proven to be heroesthose who
went the extra
mile, put a
smile on your
face, or simply
maintained a
classic British
stiff upper
lip in the face
of calamity. Please note, the Key Workers
Awards will be a part of the Industry
Recognition Awards category.
The PCIAW® wants to hear from you, so
nominate your vital and indispensable key
workers for recognition in the PCIAW®
Awards 2021 now!
PCA VISION Award and Presentation, your company will be
a leading proponent in celebrating achievement, presented
with unique marketing opportunities with the PCIAW®. The
PCIAW® offers a Platinum Sponsorship Package, PCA VISION
Award and Best University Awards; all unique opportunities
to partake in the most anticipated awards evening in the
professional clothing industry. Showcasing opportunities will
also be on offer, sponsored by the magnanimous Milliken &
Company. The PCIAW® is offering companies the exclusive
opportunity to display their goods to buyers and business
and procurement managers at the PCIAW® Summit and
Awards. The hotly anticipated Awards and Summit will
unite buyers, suppliers, and industry experts from all over
the world, offering fantastic networking opportunities to
strengthen businesses and form new connections.
We look forward to welcoming you to the PCIAW® Summit
and Awards, taking place on 2nd to 3rd November 2021!

• PPE Innovation of the Year Awards
• Supplier, Distributor, Manufacturers Awards
• Industry Recognition Awards
• Key Workers Awards
• Business Manager of the Year Award
• PCA VISION Awards
Sponsors of PCA VISION are presented with the fantastic
opportunity of nurturing fresh student talent and innovation,
harnessing the creativity of the next generation. By sponsoring
PCIAW®VOICE
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Showcasing Opportunities

The 2021 PCIAW® Summit and Awards Networking
Event will be sponsored by Milliken & Company.
We will be offering companies the chance to showcase
their products to Buyers/Business Managers/Procurement
Managers at the PCIAW® Summit and Awards.
Jeff Morris, senior vice president of Milliken & Company
says, “We are proud to be in partnership with the PCIAW®.”

With buyers, suppliers and industry experts attending from
all corners of the globe, those showcasing will have the
opportunity to expand and strengthen their businesses
through new connections and opportunities.
To discuss showcasing, please contact Declan Osborn.
E: declan@pciaw.org or info@pciaw.org

Milliken & Company have been a leader in the textile
industry for over 154 years and their global influence is
reflected by the fact that they are situated in 34 locations
worldwide.
The showcase networking event will be run over two
days on 2nd - 3rd November 2021 at the Radisson Blu
Edwardian, London Heathrow.

Single Table:

Double Table:

• PCIAW® Members: £1995.00 +VAT
• Non-members: £2,995.00 +VAT

• PCIAW® Members: £3,980.00 +VAT
• Non-members: £5,990.00 +VAT

For the above price you will receive:
6 x 3ft table
2 chairs
Lighting
Carpet
Magazine rack

For the above price you will receive:
12 x 3ft table
4 Chairs
Lighting
Carpet
Magazine rack
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Sponsorship Opportunities

Sponsorship of the Tables

Sponsorship of the PCIAW® Awards 2021 offers publicity
on an international level and will include working with the
PCIAW® team for maximum exposure.

Wine
Pricing: £4,999
Offers: Company logo on all marketing materials,
submission of one free product into goodie bags, company
logo on menus used at the PCIAW® Awards dinner.

Headline Sponsor:
Milliken & Company
Milliken & Company prides itself on solving everyday
problems with innovative and intuitive solutions,
from flame-resistant textiles that are breathable and
functional. With refined technology and processes,
Milliken & Company have created solutions that
improve the use of recycled content in plastics.

PCIAW® Awards 2021

Goodie Bags
Pricing: £1,999
Offers: Logo on one side of the goodie bag to be
distributed to every attendee at both the PCIAW® Summit
and PCIAW® Awards, submission of one free product into
goodie bags, social media and PR publicity in run up to
events.

Sponsorship of an Award
Award Categories:
• PPE Innovation of the Year Award
• Supplier, Distributor, Manufacturers Award
• Industry Recognition Awards
• PCA Vision Awards
• Business Manager of the Year Awards

Pricing: £6,500
Offers: Company logo on all marketing material, company
name included on the award and opportunity for company
introduction and presentation of the award at the
ceremony.
PCIAW®VOICE
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Sponsorship Opportunities for
the PCIAW® Awards 2021

Industry
,
Leader s
Report
As the professional clothing industry
moves into 2021, it is integral that we
listen, learn and continue to innovate.
The PCIAW® engaged with prominent
industry expert and Managing Director
of Stuncroft Douglas Bailey, to hear his
exclusive advice, detailing strategies and
tips to support businesses in the future.
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Industry Leader’s Report

An optimistic outlook:
Douglas Bailey, Stuncroft
The wide-reaching impact of COVID-19 on the professional clothing
industry is not to be understated, however, there is cause for hope
in the emergence of new opportunities. The Editor of PCIAW®, Declan
Osborn was joined by the Managing Director of Stuncroft, Douglas
Bailey to discuss the future of the corporate clothing sector, the
economic ramifications of COVID-19 and evolving trends in the textile
and manufacturing industry as we head into 2021.
The implications of COVID-19 will
be far-reaching for the professional
clothing sector. What major shifts/
changes can we expect over the
next 12 months?
You interview me at a time of genuine
optimism. Margaret Keenan, a lady just
short of her 91st birthday, became
the world’s first person to receive the
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. After a brutal 12 months for the world
at large - with many false dawns - this is truly light at the end
of a dark tunnel.
That said, I think it’s important to remember that COVID-19 is
above all else, a human tragedy. As businesses across sectors
plunge into a deep recession, their employees, customers, and
suppliers, each face challenges that they never imagined. As
the global death toll rises and the virus continues to surge in
many countries with the confirmed cases approaching 70 million,
overcoming this humanitarian challenge is the first priority.
The corporate clothing industry supports the industries that
have been hit the hardest - our customers are predominantly
from the hospitality, travel, leisure, retail, and events industry.
PCIAW®VOICE
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Our industry is made up of small to medium-sized businesses
which offer world-class products and services, often at a
bargain price. Competition has been fierce for many years
and many businesses were not hugely profitable before
COVID-19 struck. I fear that a number will fall by the wayside
or be hampered with long term debt - businesses will need
some liquidity to take advantage of a bounce back and we
will need supportive measures from the government and
understanding from the banks.
Every historic financial shock, from The Great Depression
to the Banking Crisis, has seen a relatively swift recovery;
I am convinced this will happen again in the second half of
2021. Major wearers of corporate clothing have been absent
in 2020, but when the hospitality and travel sectors reemerge, we hope to see a return to growth and continued
development.
This growth will be enjoyed by those who have survived 2020
and emerged ready to provide innovative ways to clothe
staff at work. Easy care, anti-viral/ bacterial finishes will
promote confidence in wearers as well as heightening social
consciousness, with more of an emphasis on sustainability and
corporate responsibility. There is a shift in customer demand
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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and an increase
in less formal
clothing. In many
areas, this makes
sense. However,
I sincerely hope
that corporate
brands continue
to value superbly
designed and
manufactured
corporate
uniforms.
Without a
doubt, the
COVID-19 crisis
has accelerated
the use of digital platforms - communication as many of us
knew it has changed. It is now commonplace to jump on
Microsoft Teams or Zoom to schedule meetings. What was
unusual for many is now an everyday occurrence, and this will
continue post-crisis. Companies will continue to communicate,
engage, and interact with staff, suppliers, and customers from
a distance. We need to employ and train first-rate internal
customer service champions that wrap customers in a warm
blanket - from a distance - making them feel secure enough
to give us their business.
It is likely that COVID-19 will significantly test the ability of
CEOs across all sectors. Which attributes do you think will
be important regarding your own ability to manage your
organisation through the next few years?
In January, I chaired a meeting of my Senior Management
team. We celebrated an excellent 2019 and reviewed our plan
for growth in 2020. We were brimming with optimism. The
rest, as they say, is history.
In times like this, it is your team that makes the difference.
From the very first day of the crisis, each member of the
Stuncroft team volunteered to take a pay cut. The paramount
attribute was the ability to carry the team with me. It must be
said that this attribute starts way before any crisis - it is the
bedrock of leadership.
In the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, I tended to
focus on the immediate needs of the Stuncroft business: cash
preservation, cost control, and communication with staff
and customers. The pressure of survival amidst all the news
of lockdown and tragedy was very real. However, as my hair
lengthened and the summer reached its height, my planning
turned to the midterm. How can we emerge strongly from this
whilst taking advantage of the opportunities that will exist in
the future?
I believe that the ability to understand what really matters in
the workplace is vital. It is a strength if you can identify the
things you can willingly let go, as well as identifying the issues
that you must address. Don’t feel good just because you are
busy; feel good working on tasks that make a difference.
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What do we need to do differently to ensure that we
maximise the health and wellbeing of the sector over the
course of 2021/ 2022?
COVID-19 accelerated change in the workplace, and it will
continue to do so. Sustainability was a significant concern even
before the onset of COVID-19, and it will continue to be of
greater importance afterwards. The past year has made us all
more environmentally conscious. Will this translate into action?
It will at Stuncroft. We are already on the way to delivering
garments that are world-leading in terms of recycled materials;
from the fabric, to the outer bag (made from sugarcane), to
the dispensing of plastic hangers, we are committed to playing
our part in the demand for environmentally friendly corporate
clothing.
The economic impact will become more apparent. I believe
this is a time to help consumers to understand the cost of
fast fashion and low-cost clothing for work. We are all feeling
poorer, so I stop short of suggesting price increases. Instead, I
suggest that we invest in clothing that lasts longer - reducing
overproduction and stopping end-of-contract waste. It can be
done and likely will be done, even out of economic necessity.
The model for
large contracts
needs reviewing
- it is flawed.
Large businesses
could get more
bang for their
buck if they
took a different
approach to
sourcing their
uniform. The
rail industry is a
classic example;
reinventing the
navy trouser
across multiple
franchises with
just slight differences. Is this necessary? A targeted approach
to meeting demand would be more suited, or perhaps adopting
a rental model would help to combat inefficient procurement
and supply strategies.
Our planet demands that we, the professional clothing industry,
become more environmentally sustainable. We need more
durable clothing and further long-term planning in order to
reduce waste. It is important that we take the time to plan and
avoid air freighting products, which costs scandalous amounts
and sorely impacts businesses’ bottom lines.
Finally, I want to congratulate you all for managing to get through
this once-in-a-lifetime pandemic. It has been brutal for many.
I hope to see you all at the PCIAW® Awards next autumn and I
wish you all the very best of luck in 2021!
Guide
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Topical Features
PCIAW®VOICE shines a light on a wide array of pressing issues within the
professional clothing industry. This edition delves into the innovative ear and
eye protection market in the PPE sector, sustainability and ensuing ethical
and responsible practices, which have transformed consumerism and the
latest in dynamic antiviral intelligent materials.

Innovation
in antiviral
materials

Cleaner and
greener:
embracing a
sustainable
future

Spurring
discovery
in eye & ear
protection

Webinar Week
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Innovation
in antiviral
materials
As social distancing and frequent sanitisation become
indispensable parts of our daily routines, it is integral
to incorporate personal protective equipment, which
offer extra protection and certainty during these
unprecedented times.
Dynamic technological innovation has led to the
engineering of new medical apparel, which eradicates
harmful microbes on the surface of intelligent
materials. Antimicrobial properties not only offer a
secure, comfortable user experience but also ensure
that elasticated and snug fits promote breathability
and ease-of-use.

Noble Biomaterials is a global leader in intelligent
materials, providing innovative, dynamic solutions in the
healthcare and medical fields for over two decades. The
multinational company has revolutionised the use of silver
in consumer apparel, utilising its enduring antimicrobial
effects.

Noble
Biomaterials
and Ionic+™,
the global
leader in
antimicrobial
fabric.
Improving
every day life
one fibre at a
time.

For more information, contact:
Steve Milner

Sr. Vice President,
Sales

Its groundbreaking Ionic+ technology has harnessed the strength of positive
ions to eradicate microbes on soft surfaces, including bacteria, viruses, fungus,
and mould on fabrics. Ionic+ results in the release of positively charged ions in
the presence of moisture accumulation, eliminating bacteria and microbes on the
surface area of your garments, resulting in fewer washings whilst saving precious
resources and time. Made with ions found in water, land and sea, Ionic+ can be
used in a range of textiles, including healthcare and military uniforms, sportswear,
footwear, tailored clothing, bedding and towels! As a US EPA-registered
antimicrobial manufacturer, Ionic+ offers users powerful, permanent protection.

Noble Biomaterials, Inc.
Office: +1 (570) 955-1733

Mobile: +44 (778) 523-7754

The natural strength of positively charged silver ions from yarn or fibre eliminate
microbes through an inventive self-cleaning fabric. Ionic+ combats microbial
growth and odour, a result of accumulated moisture and sweat. Sweat is generally
neutral smelling, but individual moisture and microbiome can often turn clothing
into a breeding ground for bacteria proliferation.
PCIAW®VOICE
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Anti-viral materials

Ionic+™ self-cleaning
textiles

Anti-viral materials

The world is full of invisible microbes in clothing, footwear,
bedding, and towels; humans can detect at least 1 trillion
different odours. Renowned for promoting fabric hygiene
through layered protection, Noble Biomaterials have innovated
odour-free garments for their powerful potential in inducing
self-confidence. Ionic+ promotes conscious resource-efficiency
through its self-cleaning fabric, which means that cooler
temperatures can be used to save energy when laundering.
Fabric durability ensures Ionic+ garments promote less
washing and multiple wearings. When clothing and footwear
is resistant to microbes, it is less likely to be weakened by
bacteria, discolouration and deterioration.

Carrington
,
Textiles
groundbreaking
antimicrobial
treated mask
Carrington Textiles is committed to finding
intelligent, optimum solutions in protective
wear.
Carrington Textiles has launched its antimicrobial treated
mask, with distinct adjustable, washable and anti-odour
properties. The Carrington Mask is also available in a range
of exciting and vibrant colours and prints.
An internationally acclaimed textile supplier in workwear,
Carrington Textiles is one of Europe’s leading industry titans.
It operates in over 80 countries across the world, with bases
located in the UK, mainland Europe and Asia. Originating in
Lancashire, UK in 1891, Carrington Textiles has cultivated a
legacy of innovation, dynamism, and continued excellence.
With 130 years of experience in the textile processing
and finishing operations, Carrington Textiles guarantees
an enhanced workplace experience. The company proudly
manufactures over 55 million metres of fabric annually, with
over 60% of their original products reaching new markets.
The new Carrington Mask boasts multiple qualities-it is

Ionic+ offers three levels of Ionic+ technology: metalised,
extruded, and topical. In its metalised form, 99.9% pure silver
is purely bonded to the surface of fibre, filaments, fabrics and
foams. Ionic+ extruded form has positively charged silver ions
permanently embedded into the fibre or filament. The topical
variant of Ionic+ has positively charged ions added to the
fabric in its final stage. Ionic+ extruded fibre and filament are
available in GRS-certified recycled polyester.

reusable, machine washable, and enduring. The mask is
powered with HeiQ Viroblock, a treatment combining a
potent advanced silver and a vesicle technology which
combats the presence of microbes on fabric surfaces,
including the bacteria that cause unpleasant odours.

With its Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 accreditation, Ionic+
is certified in its support of human ecology through
biocompatibility. Noble Biomaterials uses zero harmful
substances in the
www.noblebiomaterials.com
manufacturing cycle, with
+44 7785 237 754
zero nanoparticles.

info@noblebiomaterials.com

As a registered FDA medical
device facility, Noble
Biomaterials is an essential
technology supplier of
medical components
to the US military and
healthcare industry.
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This intelligent textile technology is added in the final stage

Carrington Textiles is generously donating 10% of its total

of the textile manufacturing process.

sales to Lancashire-based charities Derian House Children’s

HeiQ Viroblock is renowned for its dynamic self-sanitising

Hospice and Inspire Youth Zone.

properties and is the proud recipient of the Swiss
Technology Award 2020. The technology is EU REACH
and US FIFRA compliant, with a prestigious OEKO-TEX®
certification. The treatment is composed of 100% cosmetic
grade ingredients and is able to withstand up to 30 gentle
washes. In addition to the positive environmental impact,
HeiQ Viroblock is non-toxic, non-sensitising, non-irritant
and hypoallergenic.
The Carrington Mask has been formulated with everyday
comfort in mind, with a soft cotton and lycra fabric which fits
snugly according to your individual face shape. The elasticity
offers optimal ease of use, with adjustable ear loops to
promote a comfortable yet durable experience.
The innovative new antimicrobial masks are available on the
Carrington Textiles online shop in 12 different models. With

Please note that the antimicrobial treated face
masks are not intended for medical use and do
not substitute other recommended measures and
guidelines to prevent the spread of viruses.

six exciting Christmas prints perfect for the festive season,
customers are poised for optimal comfort and protection
during the happiest time of the year. An additional two
camouflage prints promote a bespoke, contemporary look,
whilst four unicolour masks lend to a classic, refined fashion
style.
PCIAW®VOICE
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Cleaner and
greener:
embracing a
sustainable
future
Sustainability is more than just a principle, it’s a frame
of mind. The textile and manufacturing industry is
cognisant of the role sustainable development plays in
informing future innovation. As the industry seeks to
adapt to the gradations of conscious consumerism, the
value of eco-efficiency and circularity in the supply chain
is integral in conserving precious resources and energy,
signalling a shift from raw materials towards renewable,
environmentally-friendly textiles.

Sustainability feature

Revolutionising
durability: a thriving
CORDURA® Brand
vision
Cindy McNaull is an
innovative driving force,
thought leader and “durable
ambassador” at INVISTA’s
CORDURA® Brand.

PCIAW® Editor, Declan Osborn, was honoured
to join the renowned Cindy McNaull, CORDURA®
Brand Business Development Director, for an
insightful discussion on the future of sustainable
practices at the CORDURA® Brand.
The PCIAW® is proud to unite with CORDURA® Brand to promote
a brighter, more sustainable future for all, strengthening what is
already an enduring and positive partnership.

and collaborations with leading brands and supply chain
partners whilst recently championing the brand’s strong
growth in the softer side of durability, with the introduction
of durable knit technologies which led to numerous ISPO
Textrend category award-winning fabrics in 2020.
Cindy’s dedication to advancing the CORDURA® Brand

As CORDURA® Brand Business
Development Director, Cindy has
harnessed over 25 years of passion and
experience within speciality chemical, textile and non-woven
industries. She has led the expansion of the brand from its
heritage in military and outdoor applications, to today’s
durable performance textile powerhouse offering advanced
fabric solutions in workwear, sportswear, denim and other
lifestyle and ready-to-wear applications.

and the performance fabric industry is unwavering. She

Cindy is renowned for her creativity, connectivity and
dynamic thought process. She has spearheaded innovations

passionate global CORDURA® Brand team – and we’re not

continues to lead impactful business development initiatives
that take the CORDURA® brand’s 50+ year heritage into
new, innovative spaces, including diversified sustainable
platforms for gear and apparel.
As the CORDURA® Brand continues to expand its innovative
fabric portfolio, Cindy remarks, “It’s been an exciting journey
that could not have been made possible without our
loyal brand customers, collaborative partners and durably
stopping anytime soon.”

Images taken from CORDURA® brand sustainability presentation PCIAW seminar series November 2020. Any, third party logos and imagery used herein
remain the property of their respective owners and are used with permission. © 2020 INVISTA.
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How does the CORDURA® Brand policy approach and
address the wide-ranging issue of sustainability?

How has sustainability impacted the consumer’s choice of
fabrics?

For CORDURA® brand, sustainability has never been just a
fashionable word. It’s been at our core since CORDURA® was
founded over 50 years ago, when we were designing apparel
and gear products with longevity, versatility, durability and
performance in mind. Our sustainable policy is based on our
brand’s enduring, proven and tested, proposition: durability.
It defines CORDURA® at every level. For us, it means constantly
innovating whilst maintaining a drive towards a circular economy
by keeping products and materials in use for as long as possible.

CORDURA® brand believes that the link between durability and
sustainability has been significantly reinforced. Durability itself has
become more important. People are realising that the end-benefit
of long-lasting products is that they need to be replaced less
often, which means less use of resources. It’s also making people
think differently about the selection and purchase of their clothes.
Consumers want to feel good about their purchase. Many people
we work with have great affection and personal stories about their
gear made with CORDURA® fabrics. They keep that favourite jacket,
work jean, or rucksack. These items become a part of their lives and
are seen as dependable, reliable – and indeed sustainable.

What are the wider trends taking place around sustainable
products and fabrics, and how have you responded to
these?
Having conducted our own cross-market research on this issue at
ISPO Munich, we understand how complex sustainability is; it
means different things, to different people, in different countries,
sectors, life stages and corporate DNAs. Our brand and mill
partners tell us that there is greater interest in the subject than
ever before. Reflecting end-consumer interest, the supply chain
has become more well informed. The commercial realities are
also becoming clearer. Mirroring this, there is a more pressing
need for companies to communicate what sustainable activity
they are taking or planning. For example, we are encouraging
our CORDURA® supply chain to share their accreditations like bluesign® and Global Recycled Standard (GRS) - and to
design products and systems with recycling in mind. We strive
for durability throughout - from top to toe - and consider the
challenges of recyclability.

Which factors do you consider important in regards to
sustainability when formulating a company product?
To reinforce the relationship between sustainability and durability,
we make CORDURA® fabrics designed to withstand the test of
time. Their unparalleled enduring qualities include high tensile
strength, abrasion resistance and tear resistance. These are
fabrics built to last with a legacy of proven performance - and
dependability.
How does your company see the issue of sustainability
affecting your business and the professional clothing market
in 2021?

How has sustainability affected your manufacturing and
supplying process?
It has led us to think more deeply about how and where we
can work to reduce our impact on the environment by building
sustainability into everything we do. It’s an ongoing process
and part of a larger care, growth and flexible change agenda
within the textile industry. We are proud to have many partners
who are committed to sustainability within the network of
CORDURA® authorised mills. For example, Artistic Milliners, a key
partner for CORDURA® Denim, are working towards zero liquid
discharge by looping 2 million gallons of water consumed daily
back into their manufacturing systems. They are also investing
in wind power by providing clean energy to the national grid in
Pakistan as well as solar panels to support energy requirements
for a new Eco Tech facility.

When it comes to sustainability, we all have a responsibility to
do what we can. Consumers are increasingly waking up to this
reality and demanding change. We believe CORDURA® fabric
has something valuable to offer and feel it is right to share our
activities. As we move into 2021, we will see more research into
sustainable materials and technologies, as well as issues around
circularity. As we are not the end-makers of consumer products,
it is even more important that we support our brand partners’
sustainability strategies, communications and actions.
For us, 2021 will continue to be about taking a holistic perspective,
encouraging transparency and making sustainability real.
We would like to thank the talented Cindy McNaull for a thoughtful
and engaging interview with PCIAW®VOICE.

Everest Textiles, another key partner for CORDURA® Naturalle
technology, operates a “7R programme” in all of its facilities to
encourage waste recycling and reuse. Their on-going investments
in alternate energy sources have enabled them to save US$1.95m
per year through related processes, like fabric dyeing.
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Calvelex:
paving the way
for corporate
sustainability
In order to support a healthy, circular
supply chain, recyclable materials which
ensure longevity and ethical responsibility
must be inserted back into the market.
As a conscious, social responsibility for eco-efficiency
extends into all facets of the industry, corporate
sustainability stands as the forefront of this collective effort.
By minimising carbon footprint, reducing waste, and
promoting resource efficiency, corporate sustainability can
create a valuable stakeholder experience in an overarching,
multinational business like Calvelex.

Calvelex is proud to represent the finest
quality tailoring, from a range of premium
designers and retailers
With over 30 years of experience, Calvelex masterfully
covers the entire supply chain, from sourcing, procurement,
manufacturing, stockholding and delivery. It has a globally
renowned reputation for innovative collaboration with clients
across the world, upholding a sustained commitment to
striving for excellence. Calvelex offers a comprehensive
service of range development, independent testing, stock
holding and delivery.
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Calvelex is committed to promoting environmental wellbeing,
optimising the integrated management of water, energy
and waste. State-of-the-art technological innovation blends
renewable energy sources, including sustainable solar panels
and fitted LED lights. As an industry titan, Calvelex is dedicated
to advancing resource efficiency in its modernisation drive of
conscious and measured consumption. Calvelex is a proud
member of SEDEX, a leading ethical trade service provider
advancing working conditions in supply chains across the
world.
The Calvelex vision grounds a beneficial and positive work
experience, supporting the professional and personal wellbeing
of its employees. As part of its integrated work safety policy,
Calvelex has incorporated a biennial SMETA audit to regulate
working conditions and health and safety. Calvelex has invested
in continually training and upskilling workers in order to foster
a powerful work ethic among employees.
As consumer attitudes are evolving and becoming desirous
of transparency in clothing supply chains, Calvelex implicitly
recognises the need to integrate a principle of ethics, social
responsibility and smart environmental practices into a
uniquely fortified sustainability policy.
Calvelex has been at the forefront of socially conscious
practices, prioritising the recycling of garbage with deposits
of various colours to correctly manage a system of waste
separation. It has successfully implemented a system of
monitoring noise and illumination, focusing on conscious
consumption across the board.
Calvelex has championed eco-efficient solutions for over
a decade, synthesising with patterns of consumer demand
and behaviour. It has created a dedicated team to source
reusable ecological materials, including fabrics
and trims.
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Project Plan B: the drive
for circularity:
As companies implement
visions of social responsibility
in the supply and demand
circle by fortifying foundational
structures, a transparent and
sustainable benchmark is set
for future endeavours.
The PCIAW® was joined by the Director of Project Plan B, Tim
Cross, to discuss the future of sustainable textiles solutions
in the workwear and PPE markets. Project Plan B’s full
manufacturing service offers a comprehensive circularity cycle –
from designing recyclable garments, to end of life recycling.
What are Project Plan B’s thoughts on the disposal of PPE as
we head into the second wave of Covid-19?
With the second wave of COVID-19 approaching, it is now more
important than ever to ensure that PPE is recycled rather than
placed in landfill or left to litter the streets and countryside. If
we implement good decisions and put measures in place now,
we can prevent a waste epidemic.
Does end of life recycling still have a place in PPE, especially
now that we are looking at a huge surge in the production of
face masks and other protective wear?

considering a new product, always ask about end- of-life.
Raise expectations.
The technology is in place: it is now time for everyone to
make a positive decision to choose responsibly. By designing
recyclability from the outset, there is a chance that the garment
can be recycled, even if you are not using the Plan B solution.
Read the PCIAW® Industry News article, “Project Plan B
explains recycling end of life garments” by clicking here.

Absolutely. The more PPE we can recycle the better. An industrywide change toward a circular economy is urgently needed and
PPE is no exception. There needs to be more opportunity for
innovation that encourages sustainable PPE.
Can you explain a little more about the closed-loop system
and how this specifically relates to face masks and PPE?
The closed-loop system starts with a product, which at the end
of its useful life is recycled back into another useful product, thus
removing the need for waste at the end-of-life stage. Face masks
and PPE can be made in such a way that makes them recyclable.
Once they are at the end of their use, they can be collected
back into a central point to be processed and recycled back into
raw materials. These raw materials can be used to make new
PPE and face masks once again. By continually recycling, we can
supply demand whilst avoiding a huge waste problem.
Can you tell us a little more about the in-house technology
previously hinted at?
We will be able to give more details in due course but at
the moment this information is subject to non-disclosure
agreements. The principles are that we are about to return
polyester to its original form and spin new yarn from old!
Moving forward, how can companies and customers continue
to consciously recycle during Covid-19, particularly relating
to the disposal of garments and face masks?
Moving forward, companies can keep sustainability in mind
during COVID-19 by making positive choices: choose suppliers
that provide products made from recycled materials, which
will be collected back in and recycled again. The end of life
plan is central to the success of the circular system, without
it, PPE and face coverings will simply end up in a landfill. When
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Altınyıldız: crafting
sustainable fabrics
Altınyıldız began its journey to becoming a
world-renowned Turkish fabric producer in
1952.
Today, Altınyıldız is one of the five largest integrated facilities
of woollen cloth production in the world, crafting a legacy of
bespoke, top-quality, sustainable fabric. In 1992, Altınyıldız
became the first textile company in Turkey to be awarded the
ISO 9001 Quality Certificate.
Altınyıldız has been prepared to engage customer demand for
ethically produced, environmentally-friendly fibres, by investing
in reliable business partners across the world. As a leading
fabric producer, Altınyıldız incorporates materials which strictly
adhere to the responsible wool standard, as well as notable
fibres like the recycled polyester blend. The production and
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Altınyıldız boldly champions a vision of creativity and
functionality, optimising client-customer relations to ensure that
responsibility is at the forefront of its policies. The company
endeavours to showcase an ethical and transparent approach
to business partners across the world. To reduce adverse
effects on the environment, Altınyıldız has initiated projects
requiring less raw materials, whilst curbing its energy and water
consumption. Since 2011, Altınyıldız has carefully monitored
its carbon footprint for all of its production and administrative
activities at Altınyıldız Tekstil ve Konfeksiyon AŞ., seeking to
substantially curb its emissions and reduce pollution. It sets
environmental targets systematically by evaluating source
allocation; carefully altering chemical use and production
methods by investing in bold wool-dyeing techniques.
Altınyıldız goes beyond compliance with environmental law and
regulations, seeking to raise awareness and implement ecoefficiency in all aspects. Raw materials and auxiliary products
are utilised with efficiency and environmental impact is closely
monitored through
the Environmental
Management System.

Madeira: maintaining an
ecological balance
How often do we reflect on the origins of
our textiles, the manufacturing process, and
the use of chemicals, which pollute local
water sources and negatively impact the
environment?
Despite the contemporary regard for sustainability, these
questions pose significant challenges which are yet to be
addressed.
The Madeira brand is diligently enhancing its sustainable
business practices, promoting conscious consumerism and
championing an innovative future. For over 100 years, Madeira
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has pioneered exclusive embroidery threads using the highest
quality raw materials in an expansive range of styles and
colours. As the leading choice of global brands, Madeira caters
to diverse industries, ranging from fashion to footwear.
In order to advance conscience resource management, the
Madeira brand has established the MadeiraEnviro system,
which ensures efficient textile production and added value
in purchasing, production and sales. Its three axes of Carbon
Footprint, Recycling and Lifecycle highlight the centring of
sustainable business practices in the past, present and future.

Carbon Footprint
Scrupulous energy audits assist the permanent reduction of
materials such as water, electricity, chemicals etc. Madeira’s
AcquaZero patented process for dyeing decreases water
consumption by 60%, utilising natural gas energy to diminish
emissions. Madeira strives to harness raw materials from
sustainable sources, including the preeminent best-selling
CLASSIC viscose thread, which is produced using treated fibres
from naturally sustainable plants.

Recycling
Madeira is conscious of the need for individual accountability,
endeavouring to improve the legacy we leave behind. That’s
why in all of Madeira’s operations, water and heat energy used
during production are continually reprocessed. Energy recovery
is key for climate-neutral thread drying, occurring in conjunction
with the recycling of dye tubes and other plastics. This way,
natural resources like water is purified and returned to the
environment.

Lifecycle
Longer product life ensures longevity and durability, meaning
that products will not need to be replaced as frequently.
Madeira’s dynamic production methods only provide durable
threads of the greatest quality. Customers can rest assured of
Madeira’s prestigious certifications within the textile industry:
ISO9001, OEKO-TEX and REACH.
Madeira prioritises genuine quality over quantity, collaborating
with innovative companies who are adequately certified and
regulated in order to
advance a collectively
ethical and sustainable
future.
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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innovation of
sustainable
fibres is
particularly
prescient as
it forms the
basis of the
professional
clothing
manufacturing
process in the entire world. Fatma Atay, Textiles Sales and
Marketing V. Director, says: “The sustainable production of
clothing is the only way to secure a lasting future for all living
species on our planet.” Altınyıldız has been recognised for its
contribution to the development of the industry, committing to
reflecting accountability and sustainability to its customers and
wider society.

Eye and ear protection feature

Spurring
discovery
in eye & ear
protection
In today’s infinitely expansive
world, it is integral that headgear,
eyewear and ear protection
offers comfort, reliability,
and ease-of- use.
Original innovations in the
industry have pioneered
ergonomically designed
accessories which
are practical yet
comfortable, all whilst
offering optimal
safety and the
foremost protection.

Founded in 1888 in Oyonnax, France,
Bollé Safety launched the production
of innovative sunglasses and optical
frames in Celluloid, closely followed by
Rhodoid.
Following the Second World War, Bollé emerged
a leading expert of moulded nylon which adhered
to the highest standards of the time. In 1950, Bollé
added its first pair of goggles and masks to its
inventive line of products. A global pioneer, Bollé has
led the industry from its small workshop origins to the
preeminent global manufacturer of quality eyewear.
Bollé eye protection has a vision to minimise
workplace risks wherever visible, advancing the latest
technological solutions to pave the way forward,
always in compliance with European standards.
Bollé Safety begun their reign of manufacturing
glasses in 1925 and have been on an ever-expanding
trajectory ever since. Refining their craft throughout
the decades, the eye protection specialists worked
alongside the French army, navy and aerospace
industry to develop safety goggles. Today, the
pioneering business operates in over 90 countries
worldwide with over 15 million workers wearing Bollé
Safety eyewear.
The mission statement of Bollé Safety is to protect
workers’ vision, all over the world, in the harshest
environments and improve their performance. They
aim to develop innovative, ergonomic solutions to
protective eyewear which are tailored to each market
and their specific needs. Their eyewear range is
designed and manufactured with exceptional quality,
comfort and safety. Customers can wear Bolllé
Safety eyewear knowing it conforms to worldwide
standards.

Dedicated engineering at its finest
Activities that alternate exposure to bright and low
light present a risk for workers’ vision. While clear
lenses are not adapted to sunny environments,
smoke lenses are too dark to provide a clear vision
while working indoors. Bollé Safety has dedicated all
their expertise to engineer a lens technology that
addresses this issue.

Their latest innovative
technology also
protects its wearer
against harmful blue
light by filtrating the
light rays that go to
the retina from all
sources such as the
sun, LED lighting and
screens, thus reducing
eye strain and fatigue.

Protection
against the
harshest
environments
With Bollé Safety’s
Comfort Sensitivity
Perception technology
added at the core of
the polycarbonate
lens, the expert eye
protection ensures
the highest durability
and quality, while their
PLATINUM® coating
protects against
scratches and delays
+
anti-fog & anti-scratch
the appearance of
+ Protection against blue lights
fog (EN166 K & N
rated). As a result,
+ Optimal in alternative bright and low light
workers will benefit
+ Resistance to extreme temperatures
from the highest
More information on bolle-safety.com
visual quality and
comfort, all day long.
As their long-standing
practices continue to
this day, Bollé Safety
meticulously tested
the products in severe
environments to ensure protection in all situations.

LENS TECHNOLOGY

INDOOR & OUTDOOR

Available on most of their top-selling products, CSP technology is
already adopted by the companies who tried it. This technology will
be particularly appreciated when working in the mining, transportation
and rail industry due to its great versatility. It is also a great add-on
to the PPE equipment as it increases protection and vision in every
environment.

Bollé Safety’s Comfort Sensitivity Perception (CSP)
technology includes a light tint that provides greater
visibility and contrast both inside
and outside, resulting in an
www.bolle-safety.com
increased perception of details in
+33 4 78 85 23 64
all environments whilst offering
/bolle_safety
more comfort.

@BolleSafety
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Bollé Safety: a visionary in protective
eyewear
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Hellberg Safety: Speaking volumes
to dedicated ear protection
Hellberg Safety’s SECURE ACTIVE headsets enable workers to
communicate safely with colleagues and stay alert for important
signals and warnings whilst maintaining protection from
hazardous noise. Each ear-cup features built-in, level-dependent
microphones provide perfect directional hearing with an
Electronic Protection System (EPS) circuitry that limits all sounds
through the speakers to a safe level to remove the risk of noiseinduced hearing loss (NIHL).
According to EU noise directive 2003/10/EC, hearing protection
must be used if the average noise level is 85 dB or higher and it
is recommended from an average level of 80 dB.
The active listening feature is critical for retaining productivity
because the alternative passive hearing protectors significantly
reduce speech intelligibility when exposed to noise at 90 dB,
which could also impact the ability to hear safety signals.
Hellberg Safety reports that speech recognition can decrease
from 70% to 25% when using passive hearing protectors, which
also risks workers removing them in unsafe environments to
communicate.
The safest option when working in loud environments is to use
electronic hearing protectors such as Hellberg Safety’s SECURE
ACTIVE to allow for undisturbed communication that offers
robust protection and comfort. Workers can speak at normal
dynamic ranges and get a clear sound quality. If the end-users
need to communicate frequently or at greater distances, twoway communication hearing protectors are recommended.

Hellberg Safety’s commitment to providing
quality, unfiltered protection and secures
optimal safety and performance.
Hellberg offers quality hearing protection - prioritising the
wellbeing of customers and catering to a diverse range of needs
by offering both passive and electronic hearing protectors. Its
dedicated features, such as Bluetooth, AM/FM radio, boom
microphone, active listening, and two-way communication
guarantee a happier and more efficient workplace.
Hellberg Safety is a Swedish-based company specialising
in hearing and face protection. An inventive pioneer in the
industry, founder Arne Hellberg truly understood the necessity
of protecting hearing by nature as a prominent sports shooter.
Since the 1960s, the entrepreneur has been brainstorming new
advancements in hearing and face protection which led to the
hugely innovative company we discuss today.
The Hellberg Safety PPE range features the latest advanced
technologies with modern design, comfort and quality, offering
top performance which appeals to all types of professional users
in high-risk, noisy work environments.
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Hellberg Safety’s dedication and thoughtfulness led to extensive
development in safety expertise. The company has also shown
that product design and technology is equally important offering
a comfortable fit if the protective
kit is to be worn for a full working
day. The replaceable headband
and ear cushions allow for a regular
replacement for a memorable,
long-lasting and high-performance
product.
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YKK fights viruses with
a new line of zippers
treated with Polygiene’s
ViralOff ®

PPE
EXPERTISE
WHEN IT
MATTERS
MOST
Notiﬁed Bodies in UK & Ireland

As consumers search for products to help safeguard
themselves from pathogens, apparel brands are starting
to incorporate specially treated antiviral and antimicrobial
fabrics in their designs.
To help address the needs of brands, YKK has developed a line of zippers with tape
treated with ViralOff®, a technology patented by the Swedish company Polygiene.
ViralOff® is an antimicrobial finish that eliminates 99% of viruses on textiles in about
two hours. Durable and long lasting, ViralOff®’s chemical components are ecosustainable and safe for contact on human skin. YKK’s ViralOff® treated zipper is
manufactured and sold by YKK ITALIA SPA.
Always faithful to the YKK philosophy of the “Cycle of Goodness,” which places
corporate responsibility, transparency and respect for others at the center of every
business decision, YKK is now focused on what even a detail such as the zipper can
offer to counter the spread of pathogens.
“This zipper really underscores the tagline in our Fastening Group logo, “Little Parts,
Big Difference,” says Enrico Degara, Chief Sustainability Officer of YKK ITALIA SPA.
“It may be a small detail, but an important one.”
Polygiene’s expertise in protective textile technology got its start during the fight
against SARS in 2004. The knowledge gained from that experience gave them the
methods and processes needed to quickly develop ViralOff® in the middle of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The ViralOff® fabric treatment is used on a wide range of
applications such as medical equipment, medical scrubs, face masks and gloves, as
well as a variety of consumer products.
“While we never make any claims beyond protecting the product itself, it goes
without saying that a reduction of viruses on often touched parts, like a zipper, is a
good thing. We see a big demand building, and
this launch with YKK will raise awareness on this
kind of product even more,” says Haymo Strubel,
Commercial Director at Polygiene.
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SATRA oﬀers a comprehensive PPE
assessment package including
ISO 17025 accredited testing to
European and international
standards and CE certiﬁcation
through our Notiﬁed Body.
We will also be in a position to
issue UKCA certiﬁcation when it
comes into force in January 2021

ppe@satra.com
www.satra.com/ppe
tel: 01536 410 000
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Webinar Week
Following the success of the last three webinars, we
ran our first ever Webinar Week in November, where
you were able to:
Listen, Learn and Get Involved.
We extended our invitation to all manufacturers,
buyers, suppliers and fabric producers to understand
how the most innovative companies contribute to the
professional clothing and textiles industry.
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Webinar Week

Sustainability:
are you ready
to change?
In proud partnership with INVISTA
CORDURA® Brand, the PCIAW® hosted its
first webinar on Tuesday 24th November
2020, titled: “Sustainability: Are you ready
to change?”
Our esteemed speakers conversed on durability, energy
efficiency, water conservation and corporate social
responsibility. The importance of innovation through
collaboration with supply chain partners is integral in crafting
inventive solutions in the textile and manufacturing industry.
The PCIAW® was delighted to host Cindy McNaull, Business
Development Director at INVISTA CORDURA® Brand;
Alexandra Steger, Global Project Manager at Lenzing; Sean
Moore, Quality Assurance Manager at Carrington Textiles; Tim
Cross, Director of Project Plan B; Cyndi Rhoades, Founder of
Worn Again Technologies; and Catherine Salvidge, Sustainable
Textiles Sector Specialist at WRAP.
CEO and founder of PCIAW®, Yvette Ashby joined Chairman John
Miln to welcome our diverse pool of guests, each distinguished
players in the global textile and manufacturing industry.
The importance of sustainable sourcing and conscious
consumption in creating an ethical future was not understated.
Alexandra Steger emphasised the significance of reducing
carbon emissions and utilising renewable grid electricity. In
addition, Sean Moore extended the ongoing dialogue around
durable fabrics, highlighting that consumer habits in fast
fashion must be phased-out and replaced with a holistic view
of the product life cycle. Cindy McNaull concurred, raising
the importance of spurring innovation by teaming up and
designing with purpose.
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Sustainable fabrics with abrasion-resistance and high
tensile strength withstand the test of time and thus reduce
environmental footprint. CORDURA®’s Product, Process and
Partnership paradigm recognises the interconnected nature of
the supply chain; sustainability begins with products that last.
In a similar vein, Tim Cross emphasised that garments
must be designed to be recycled. Circular solutions offer
comprehensive and panoramic knowledge of garments.
Recycled fibre means that circular textiles become an
established norm, promoting a healthy process. Cyndi
Rhoades posed the need to reimagine the appearance
of circularity, emphasising the importance of adequate
infrastructure in encouraging expansion and optimisation. It
is imperative to plan collection systems and offer economic
incentives to buy end products in order to advance the textile
sorting infrastructure. Similarly, Catherine Salvidge outlined
WRAP’s vision of accelerating a sustainable, resource-efficient
economy through redesigning products and collaborating with
government businesses and consumers. In particular, sectorspecific voluntary agreements to reduce landfill waste and
accelerate a move towards circularity and efficiency in supply
chains are integral.
The webinar produced thought-provoking interactions on how
to encourage consumer demand for sustainability over fast
fashion. Thank you to our esteemed speakers and attendees
for their meaningful contributions to the conversation around
sustainability.

To learn more about PCIAW® and to join
the association, visit www.pciaw.org
Uniform Buyers’ Network
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PPE: Crisis or
Opportunity?
How has a global pandemic changed the
PPE industry?
In proud partnership with Gerber, the
PCIAW® hosted its second webinar on
Wednesday 25th November 2020, titled
‘PPE: Crisis or Opportunity?’ The PCIAW® is
intent on fostering a collaborative approach
by reflecting on existing and future
opportunities.
We were joined by industry experts: Richard Jessup, Sales
Director of EMEA, Gerber Technology; Adam Mansell, CEO of
UKFT; Alan Murray, CEO of British Safety Industry Federation;
Roy Wilders, Manager of the Registered Safety Supplier
Scheme at BSIF; Paul Bryce, Vice President & GM at Ansell
(UK) Ltd and Samantha Fernando, Sales Director at Keela
International.
In order to empower manufacturing experts, we must build
resilience into dislocated supply chains which saw a huge
upsurge in PPE demand earlier this year. Unfortunately,
government contracts were awarded to external suppliers,
leaving the domestic manufacturing industry in a precarious
situation. Samantha Fernando emphasised that speed of
innovation and flexibility are key traits in an ever-changing
situation such as COVID-19. Brexit will undoubtedly affect
procurement law, but it presents a novel opportunity to
empower domestic manufacturers and local suppliers.

skills training to reinvigorate local businesses in the textile
industry. Richard Jessup shed light on the Gerber PPE
Task Force, which was integral in directing, converting
and scaling the manufacture of PPE. As businesses try to
forecast and predict demand, we should learn from the
past; namely the necessity to inject resilience into the
supply chain.
Alan Murray emphasised that we must ensure vigilance
towards the circulation of existing PPE, particularly as 95
million government PPE purchases were deemed unusable.
The BSIF has encouraged end-users to register for their
Registered Safety Supplier Scheme, which ensures that
registered safety suppliers are committed to providing fully
compliant products, subject to annual quality audits. Paul
Bryce elaborated on the differences between “PPE” and
“medical devices” in order to avoid selecting potentially
unsuitable products.
While PPE is designed to protect the wearer, medical
devices are designed to safeguard the patient. COVID-19
has blurred distinctions between industrial PPE and medical
devices, leading to unfortunate instances of inadequate
protection. Nonetheless, Roy Wilders assured us that the
majority of UK manufacturers abide by strict certification
requirements.
This webinar proved to be an instructive and deeply
insightful discussion on the state of the PPE procurement
crisis. The PCIAW® extends its appreciation to its honoured
speakers and attendees for their valued participation.

Adam Mansell advised businesses to streamline a
collaborative approach by investing in innovative
technologies and creating simpler, cleaner ways of
manufacturing. By opening a dialogue with local and
central government authorities, we can provide crucial
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UKCA Marking
of PPE
Into the future: UKCA Marking of PPE.
In partnership with SATRA, the PCIAW®
was pleased to launch its third webinar
on Thursday 26th November 2020, titled:
‘UKCA Marking of PPE.’
The PCIAW® was pleased to give attendees the experience
to understand the latest UKCA marking regulations from
the textile industry’s leading proponents: Simon Courtney,
Divisional Manager of Consumer Products at SATRA; and
Adam Mansell, CEO of UKFT.
From the 1st of January 2021, the UK is expected to adopt
its own PPE legislation: the ‘United Kingdom Conformity
Assessment’ (UKCA) regulation. Although all supporting
systems will be mirrored - including the language of the
legislation - the UKCA mark will only replace the CE mark in
Britain, not the United Kingdom. Simon Courtney explained
the significance of the Brexit transition period, which will
usher in a ‘standstill’ period, when both CE and UKCA
markings will be valid. However, from 31st December 2021,
only UKCA markings will be valid in the GB market. The period
between 1st January 2021 and 31st December 2022 will
have relaxed rules regarding affixed or attached certification
information. In subsequent fashion, all products will require
correct certification from 1st January 2023.
Companies must understand the extent of UKCA coverage;
only marketable end-products will require the latest
certification. In order to adequately prepare and preempt
demand, communication with the supply chain is key, as
customers may desire current test reports before certification
can commence. It is imperative that we prepare to engage
end-users with relevant information. Although UKCA
certification must be obtained, organisations collaborating
PCIAW®VOICE
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with notified and approved bodies are likely to experience
a fairly straightforward process. In regards to European
companies operating in the UK, full certification must be
obtained to ensure efficiency. In this case, simultaneous
applications to notified and approved bodies to enable CE and
UKCA compliance is possible, as similar testing can be used for
both certifications. The process can be streamlined if working
with approved bodies in the UK, which may deliver both
systems of compliance and smooth over general uncertainties.
Adam Mansel elaborated on the need to preempt import and
export tariffs. In exceptional cases, a temporary export license
may be granted for samples: the ATA Carnet. Although there
are no expected changes to garment care instructions, there
will be adjustments in labelling requirements for imported and
exported textiles. From July 2021, a UK registered address
must appear on the label of imported garments, with garments
imported from outside of the EU must have an additional label
dedicated to the country of origin. Both speakers encouraged
businesses to preempt tariffs for products made outside of the
UK and the EU.
Our speakers warned that inadequate certification and labelling
could mean that goods are halted upon entry to Britain. Given
the limited nature of the transition period, it is integral that we
prepare in time, from collaborating with competent logistics
partners to closely reviewing supply chains.
The PCIAW® sincerely thanks its speakers and attendees for
providing an informative and data-driven analysis of UKCA
regulations.

To learn more about PCIAW® and to join
the association, visit www.pciaw.org
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Manufacturing
and Sourcing
Insights on Manufacturing and Sourcing.
The PCIAW® was honoured to partner
with Gerber in hosting its final webinar:
‘Manufacturing and Sourcing,’ on Friday
27th November 2020.
The webinar discussed the pressing issues facing
manufacturers and suppliers across the world regarding
scaling, sourcing and the scope of operations.
The PCIAW® extended a warm welcome to our audience
and distinguished panellists: Richard Jessup, Sales
Director of EMEA at Gerber Technology; Jonathan Edberg,
Executive Vice President at Cobmex Apparel Ltd.; Rob
Sayles, Managing Director at Seahawk Apparel; and Steve
Zalkin, President of NAUMD. Our panellists’ knowledge and
expertise furthered dialogue on the best manufacturing and
sourcing practices, both locally and offshore.
Richard Jessup emphasised the importance of investing in
technology in order to retain a competitive advantage over
an influx of cheaper goods. The impressive shift in demand
from single-use to reusable is reflective of change driven
organically by the industry. The cost thesis is no longer
the sole concern as reusables offer better value through
durability and longevity. The revivification of local quality
manufacturers has stimulated the entire economy.
Furthermore, Jonathan Edburg highlighted the need for
a mindset change within the industry; with end-users
pivoting away from costlier products, stating there is
little surprise that suppliers do not choose domestic
manufacturers. Rob Sayles praised the UK’s fantastic textile
heritage, which Seahawk Apparel has bolstered through its
use of a domestic supply chain to procure materials, keep
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local jobs and reduce transport costs in the process. From
a quality control perspective, it is also more efficient to run
a local operation. Ultimately, when customers are assured
of higher value and quality, they are forthcoming with their
business.
Steve Zalkin had a timely warning on the adverse effect
of uncertainty on businesses. As restrictions have closed
borders and complicated logistics, businesses must ensure
continuity in manufacturing and sourcing by visualising their
entire supply chain. From procurement to end-product, each
stage of the supply chain must be closely analysed and
accounted for. In addition, it is imperative to build trust and
further dialogue with other businesses in order to mutually
benefit both parties.
The COVID-19 epidemic has seen manufacturers band
together to spearhead PPE initiatives. It is therefore more
important than ever to foster growth in the industry by
providing upskilling, training and other relevant tools for a
future workforce. If companies unite as a consortium, they
have access to a wider pool of practices and resources. In
order to reestablish a domestic manufacturing foundation,
the government must be incentivised to subsidise and
nurture the industry.
The webinar provided valuable insights on resilience and
flexibility in the manufacturing and sourcing industry. The
PCIAW® extends its gratitude to its honoured speakers and
attendees for a lively and thought-provoking conversation.
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To learn more about PCIAW® and to join
the association, visit www.pciaw.org
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Something to
look forward to

Milliken & Company is proud to be
the partner of the 2021 Summit,
Networking & Awards

2nd and 3rd November 2021
at the Radisson Blu Edwardian,
London Heathrow.

Contact: info@pciaw.org Tel: +44(0) 1908 411 415 Visit: www.pciaw.org
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The importance of correctly
fitting PPE – a post-COVID
perspective
The need for correctly fitting uniforms,
workwear and PPE for women has been a key
industry issue for a number of years.
A 2016 TUC survey discovered that
57% of women “found that their
PPE sometimes or significantly
hampered their work”, and only
5% of female emergency services
participants said that their PPE
never hampered their work. We
also addressed the importance of
gender-specific and correctly-fitting
PPE through a PCIAW®VOICE
article at the end of 2018.
Now, two years on from there,

in the minds of the nation, through media coverage of the lack
of appropriate COVID-related PPE and numerous social media
posts from nurses showing the painful marks left by wearing
ill-fitting face masks.
From a safety perspective,

“

The COVID-19 pandemic highlighted
a growing number of UK medical trusts
running so short of filtering facepiece
respirators that they are no longer
insisting staff have a fit-test before
they start wearing a mask while
treating infected patients.

”

Dental Nursing Journal, September 2020

the impact of COVID and the

correct fit is critical to the
effectiveness of Respiratory
Protective Equipment (RPE),
including face masks worn by
healthcare workers during the
COVID response, with most
needing to be face-fit tested
prior to use.
A report by the Dental Nursing
Journal in September 2020 found
that “masks do not always fit
correctly with hospitals often

industry’s response to the pandemic has seen this issue raised

lacking time and financial resources to ensure every healthcare

from a different angle. For the first time, PPE was truly present

worker has a mask that fits correctly.”
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On top of this, they reported: “the COVID-19 pandemic

from 5,557 participants across 47 NHS Trusts from a range of

highlighted a growing number of UK medical trusts running

diverse backgrounds.”

so short of filtering facepiece respirators that they are no

Following analysis of this research, the project will then look to

longer insisting staff have a fit-test before they start wearing
a mask while treating infected patients.”

work with RPE and PPE manufacturers to improve the fit of the
FFP3 respirator masks to improve the availability of suitable and
correctly fitting RPE.

According to the latest NHS workforce statistics, the health
service now sees the number

The government are also

of female staff outnumber their

working to “consider user

male counterparts – 89% of

comfort and any harm caused

nurses and health visitors and

by wearing PPE, particularly for

77% of all NHS staff are female.

those individuals wearing PPE

Encouragingly they also report

for prolonged periods” and have

that the “proportion of female

engaged with Southampton

doctors in the NHS has grown

University who are “undertaking

every year since 2009, with

research on PPE use and skin

every specialist group hospital

damage including critical

and community health service

thresholds for PPE use, the

doctors seeing an increase”,

frequency of breaks required to
relieve the skin and the specific regions of the face affected by

and 47% of executive directors are now female.
However, in the government’s own PPE Strategy developed by
the Department of Health & Social Care (DHSC), they have
highlighted the need for PPE to be appropriately fitting for all.
Drawing on the learnings of COVID-PPE, its use, fit and related
issues, they concluded that “as well as medical need, we need

different FFP3 mask designs.”
Engagement with industry specialists will be the key to relooking at appropriateness of all PPE. My view is that this should
also be extended through future projects to review availability
of suitable PPE and workwear across traditionally male

to consider the individual needs of the user. Women and BAME

dominated industries in both the public and private sectors.

individuals, among others, have reported practical difficulties

To ensure that industry is keeping up with changes in

when using some PPE.”
This is backed up by research in
the Journal of the Association

demographic and workforces

“

As well as medical need, we need

of the future, we need to look
beyond profiling which has

to consider the individual needs of the

historically reflected white male

discrepancies in initial fit rates

user. Women and BAME individuals,

and female sizing, to one which

for RPE depending on gender

among others, have reported practical

of Anaesthetists which found

- 95% of men had a successful
initial face fit, compared to 85%

”

difficulties when using some PPE.

of women.
There were also apparent
discrepancies between initial

Department of Health & Social Care,
PPE Strategy, September 2020

takes the ethnic diversity of the
UK into account.
As an industry I believe that
we also need to consider the
increasing number of individuals
identifying as non-binary or
transgender, which could make

fit rates depending on ethnicity
– 90% of caucasians could correctly fit on the first attempt,

male and female specific size profiling

compared to 85% of those from an Asian background. Asian

less appropriate.

female participants had the worst chance of successful face
fitting RPE at just 60% - which demonstrates that the current
masks aren’t able to equally fit across the diversity of the NHS
workforce demographic.

These individuals currently account for
approximately 1% of the UK population,
but the number of under 18s being
referred for gender transformative

The pandemic has raised this issue as never before and the

services has doubled in the last 5 years,

DHSC report shows a willingness to investigate and put
so the workforce of the future is likely to
right these issues. The government has launched a project
look quite different from today’s.
to be led by the Deputy Chief Nursing
www.shield360.co.uk
/shield360NWLtd
Officer “to gather the robust evidence
and data we need to understand any
+44 (0) 1172 441910
/company/shield360nw-ltd
problems and take action. The FFP3
info@shield360.co.uk
fit-testing project collected data
PCIAW®VOICE
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2021-2022
To become a PCIAW® member, visit www.pciaw.org
PCIAW® Summit & Awards: 2nd - 3rd November 2021
To book your tickets, visit www.pciaw.org

7 Reasons to
Spotlight in
PCIAW®VOICE
• PCIAW are the first and only UK
Worldwide sector-specific trade
body devoted to the multi-faceted
professional clothing industry.

www.pciaw.org
The PCIAW® website has been
upgraded and contains concise and
up-to-the-minute industry related
content to enable all visitors to
quickly and easily access the latest
trends and news.
*UK figures by Plimsoll analysts

®

• As a non-profit membership
organisation, we place our
members at the forefront of our
work; that is why the PCIAW®
are run by the members for the
members.
• PCIAW® puts buyers in touch with
suppliers and connect the entire
supply chain.
• The UK PPE and workwear markets
are valued at over £8.6 billion and
employs over 44,000 people.
• The global PPE market is worth
more than $56.3 billion.
• PCIAW®VOICE newsletter is
distributed monthly to over
68,000 readers.
• The PCIAW website receives over
538,000 clicks and impression
stats each month.
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Upcoming Features
February-April 2021
Copy deadline 29th Jan 2021

street, we will be exploring the latest product releases which keep
workers comfortable and safe.
Innovation in Footwear

The Latest in Logistics
How important is logistics to the professional clothing industry
and how resilient is the industry to disruption? What solutions
does your business utilise to ensure smooth logistics with the
event of Brexit in mind?
Recycled Materials

Safety and comfort are the fundamental aspects of the footwear
industry. We delve into the sector to investigate the latest
innovations and discover how they are changing the role of design
to ensure quality performance that is long lasting.
Latest in Stock Uniform Supply

As resources diminish and we witness the wasteful excesses of
fast fashion, what is the professional clothing industry doing to
ensure long term sustainability? Which recycled materials have
proven their worth and who is championing them?

With demand for stock design on the rise, suppliers in the market
are stepping-up its game in terms of design, flair and style for
buyers. We find out the latest trends in stock uniform and explore
the benefits for buyers.

Made in the UK

Equipped for All Elements

As globalisation has become the norm, the pandemic has
highlighted the risks of not considering resilience in supply chains
for industries and nations. We look at the best of British products
in the professional clothing industry and find out the benefits of
UK sourcing.

Noticing a rising trend in professional clothing that is designed for
sub-zero temperatures or extreme heat conditions, we look at the
technical elements that makes products effective for the endwearer and the situations they face.

Flame Retardant Workwear
Over the last few years, there is far more choice in flame-retardant
(FR) workwear than ever before. We want to delve into the
changes within this sector and see what pioneering innovations
in treated textiles that suppliers have brought to the table from
suppliers with the latest treated textiles.

May-July 2021
Copy deadline 23rd April 2021
As businesses evolve and expand whilst benefitting from loyal
customers and communities, it is important that they take stock
and give back. We look at some of the amazing projects that
organisations are working on to develop skills and opportunities
for society.
PPE
With the demand for PPE becoming a necessity for businesses
and organisations across all sectors since the emergence of
COVID-19, we take a look at the options available and discuss the
specifications to ensure buyers are finding the products that meet
regulation standards.
High-Vis Protection
Hi-Vis protective workwear is one of the most important sectors
in the professional clothing industry and is key to keeping workers
safe on the job, around the clock. We want to discover the latest
innovations that have been produced with Hi-Vis clothing and find
out more about sector’s latest focus.

August-October 2021
Copy deadline 23rd July 2021

New seasons bring new fashion trends and changes in consumer
demand. We focus on how workwear can still be stylish, highlyfunctional and most definitely fit-for-purpose. Inspired by the high
Summit & Awards

The PCIAW® Summit 2021 will bring together exclusive key
industry professionals from corporatewear, workwear and PPE
for this unique and intimate networking event to discuss the
challenges we face and the potential solutions available to create
a unified thought process.

Sustainability
As international governments come together for the UN Climate
Change Conference (COP26) in Glasgow to discuss sustainability
and what actions nations can take to turn the tide on the planet’s
climate, we discuss what measures the industry is taking to reduce
carbon emissions in the supply chain.
New Development in Technology
Technology will always be a hot topic in the professional clothing
and PPE industry as companies continue to develop technologies
and invest in state-of-the-art machinery.
We investigate the latest developments and advances in the
equipment used in the workwear industry.
Relationship Between High-end Fashion & Workwear
As high-end fashion attracts the lavish attention, corporate wear
has been fundamental to honing a brand image down to the
miniscule detail to create the perception of luxury. We explore the
two industries of high-end fashion and corporate wear and see
how they both inspire and compete against one another.
Corporate Accessories

A+A Issue (26-29 October 2021)
Fashionable and Functional Workwear

PCIAW®VOICE

PCIAW® Summit & Awards

The PCIAW® Awards will follow-up to celebrate the successes of
innovative businesses and individuals.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

60

November-January 2021-22
Copy deadline 29th Oct 2021

Accessories can make a big difference in an outfit, so we take a
look at how the little touches can make the difference in customerfacing corporatewear and workwear.
With badges, lanyards, belts and scarves, we discuss which
accessories are best placed to enhance branding.
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PCIAW® Membership
Packages
PCIAW® members receive a whole host of exclusive benefits, including
unparalleled business and networking opportunities.
The PCIAW® is firmly committed to offering its members decisive support
and guidance in order to enhance the development of businesses within the
expansive and diverse professional clothing industry.
Did you know? The PCIAW® has waived its membership administrative fees
to add further value to our enticing membership packages.
PCIAW® members have exclusive access to a vast directory of suppliers,
buyers, manufacturers, and service providers across the world.
Members also have the opportunity to promote their ventures on
PCIAW®VOICE, with priority access to buying front covers, adverts, and
website banners, in addition to an all-inclusive package.

Platinum Membership £10,000

1 x Topical Feature
1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
Unlimited Press Releases

1 x Company Profile A4 page
2 x Topical Features
1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
1 x E-Newsletter Banner 4 Weeks
1 x Homepage Website Banner 12 months
Unlimited Press Releases

Medium Business Membership* £1750

*Only eligible for businesses with a turnover up to £2m

2 x Topical Features
1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
1 x E-Newsletter Banner 2 Weeks
1 x Homepage Website Banner 6 months
Unlimited Press Releases

Small Business Membership* £999
1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 4 Editions
Unlimited Press Releases
*Only eligible for businesses with a turnover of up to £999,999

Silver Membership £4,500
2 x Topical Features

Micro Business Membership* £499
1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 2 Editions
Unlimited Press Releases

1 x A4 Quarter-Page Advert
Unlimited Press Releases

Summit & Awards

*Only eligible for businesses with a turnover up to £5m

1 x Topical Feature
1 x PRODUCT VOICE Box Advert - 4 Editions
Unlimited Press Releases

Gold Membership £7,500

PCIAW®VOICE

Bronze Membership* £2,500

*Only eligible for businesses with a turnover of up to £499,999
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,
Suppliers Benefits & Resources
Showcase your business on the world’s largest directory of buyers,
suppliers, manufacturers and service providers dedicated to the
professional clothing industry.

The Professional Clothing Industry
Association Worldwide

Supplier’s benefits and resources

We can offer PCIAW® membership to businesses across
all professional clothing sectors, including, Corporatewear,
Workwear, PPE, Textiles, Accessories, Manufacturing and
Safety Footwear, with specific features that relate to your
area of activity and cost-effective rates based on your
turnover. We can provide guidance on a range of issues
including the benefits of being a federated member of UKFT.

Buyers from across the world upload their tenders on
PCIAW® website for suppliers like you to contact them.

ACCESS TO TENDER LISTINGS

FIRST-TO-MARKET INDUSTRY NEWS
Be the first to receive industry-specific news and
information.

INDUSTRY EVENTS
A dedicated, centralised industry events calendar. Select
the best events for your company

ACCESS TO BUYERS’ DIRECTORY
Exclusive access to our comprehensive directory of
international buyers

ONE VOICE
Collective representation on matters that affect businesses
both big and small

PROMOTION OF YOUR BUSINESS
Discounts on rates for advertising, the Buyers’ Guide, the
PCIAW® Summit, the PCIAW® Awards
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We are delighted to share some wonderful feedback from past collaborations.

“

Milliken & Company
PCIAW® is an excellent organisation that
provides industry insights when we need them
most during these unprecedented times. Now, more
than ever, we need to unite globally and support
one another. PCIAW® is a leader of this effort by
digitally connecting its members around the world.
Jeff Morris,
Senior Vice President,
Milliken & Company

”

“

As well as the PCIAW® member benefit of a
worldwide network of industry contacts and
access to develop business opportunities; we are also
passionate about activities such as PCA VISION student
designer awards.
This PCIAW® awards platform really does inspire and
honour best-in-class design of innovative, stylish,
forward-thinking and functional workwear, corporate
clothing and PPE and supports our commitment
to helping develop skills and talent that will
drive the future for work clothing.

”

“

Hunter Apparel Solutions Limited has been
marketing our business with PCIAW®VOICE
since its inception as director-e. Yvette has been
a tireless advocate for the industry and director-e
provides us with a world class platform to
communicate with the wider market place. I am often
surprised on international business travelling of the
reach the magazine has.

Simon Hunter, MBE
CEO,
Hunter Apparel Solutions
PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards

”

Susanne Malim
Managing Director,
Jermyn Street Design

“

We have used director-e (now PCIAW®VOICE)
as a key part of our marketing campaigns
over the past 5 years. It’s a vital tool for our business
in giving us many ways to get the Carrington
Textiles message to market. Through opinion pieces,
collaborative works or advertisements we always feel
it’s a great way to help promote the Carrington brand.
Now as members of the PCIAW® we hope
this collaboration will continue for many
years to come.

Jonathan McKendry
Export Sales &
Marketing Manager,
Carrington
Textiles Ltd

”

“

Sizer

Hunter Apparel Solutions Ltd.

I wish PCIAW®VOICE and its dedicated
team all the best for the future!

PCIAW®VOICE is a first class magazine and
we value their contribution to the professional
clothing industry. We work very closely with all of our
clients and develop very close partnerships, so it is an
honour for us to be working
together with PCIAW®VOICE.

Carrington Textiles

CORDURA® Brand Fabric

Cindy McNaull
CORDURA® Brand Business
Development Director
CORDURA® - INVISTA

“

Jermyn Street Design

”

Buyers’ Guide

We came across the PCIAW® purely by chance
in 2018 and it has been a real game changer for
Sizer Technologies. Our membership with the PCIAW®,
the Summit and Awards, has opened up so many new
and unexpected doors for us.
We have expanded our industry knowledge and market
reach, met with key industry leaders, developed and
secured new business relationships, as well as making
some great friends along
the way.
Nicole Levitt,
VP Marketing,
Sizer

”
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What Our Clients Say About Us

Media Pack

,
Buyers Benefits & Resources
End user buyers benefit from PCIAW® membership. Join for free by
completing the form by visiting www.pciaw.org/membership/buyers.
PCIAW® wants to help all our buyers with their tenders - upload your
tender for free and gain access to the industry’s most experienced
suppliers.

End-user buyers register for free

Buyers’ benefits and resources

All uniform buyers joining the PCIAW® will have access to
a whole host of benefits. The PCIAW® has an experienced
network of suppliers that can help you to source PPE,
workwear and corporatewear for any industry.

FREE MEMEBRSHIP
Member access to a tender template library used by
professional clothing buyers.

FREE TENDER PORTAL
Exclusive industry-specific tender portal to make sourcing
easier and more competitive.

WORLDWIDE DIRECTORY OF SUPPLIERS
The world’s largest directory of providers spanning the
breadth of the professional clothing supply chain

EXPERT INSIGHTS
Be at the forefront of new ideas, discussions and
opportunities, forums and think-tanks devoted to this
special industry.

LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS
Find out what is happening first across the globe and
keep informed with the fast-moving professional clothing
industry.

DISCOUNTS & OFFERS
Exclusive discounts from third party providers supporting
the professional clothing industry.
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PCIAW,®
Uniform Buyers Network

Incorporatewear for Virgin Atlantic: Iconic design by Vivienne Weswood

The PCIAW® Uniform Buyers’ Network
been developed by the buyers, for the
buyers – holding a series of networking
events throughout the year.
The UBN has been specifically designed to help facilitate peer-to-peer discussion in uniform sourcing and
tendering.

PCIAW® Buyers Guide
The first complete 104-page
Buyers’ Guide, detailing every
aspect of the tender process.

Buyers ,
Guide
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With over 200 buyers across the professional cloth-
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ing sector to take part in the four events, buyers
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can discuss their innovative thoughts and ideas and

professional clothing

tackle challenges in sourcing. The events will cover all

industry.

aspects of the professional workwear, corporatewear,
footwear and PPE sectors.
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The first guide on the total
management of uniform and personal protective clothing

As invited speakers debate industry-related challeng-

(PPE). A reference book that all buyers will cherish.

es such as new legislation, sustainability, the Brexit

Don’t miss out

effect, the tender process and more to unravel the
complexities and simplify understanding.

The first 25 buyers to upload a tender to www.pciaw.org
will receive a FREE digital copy. To upload your tender go to

For more information please visit www.pciaw.org or

www.pciaw.org or contact E: declan@pciaw.org

call +44 (0) 1908 411 415

T: +44 (0)1908 411415
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Fabric & Fibre Voice

FABRIC & FIBRE VOICE
INVISTA / CORDURA®

For more than 45 years, CORDURA® fabrics have been selected by makers of high performance gear and apparel
where durability counts. CORDURA® fabrics are synonymous with high durability and are the fabrics of choice for
many top brands known for making tough, long-lasting products.
Manufactured by authorised fabric producers around the world, the principal CORDURA® fabric collections use
INVISTA’s high tenacity nylon 6,6 fibre technology and offer excellent abrasion resistance and tear & tensile
strength. CORDURA® Classic fabric technology is widely used in garment reinforcement. CORDURA® Denim and
NYCO fabrics based on intimate spun blends of INVISTA’s T420 nylon 6,6 fibre and cotton offer comfortable,
durable performance solutions for workwear garments.
For more information about CORDURA® brand fabrics please contact:
INVISTA Textiles (UK) Ltd., Ermin Street, Brockworth, Gloucester, GL 3 4HP, UK. Email: CORDURA@INVISTA.com
Tel: +44 (0)1452 633000. Tim Anson – Marketing & Product Development – EMEA Region +44 (0)1452 633789.
Catherine Anderson Jones – Marketing Manager – EMEA Region Tel: +44 (0)1452 633723

Toledo Fabrics
Toledo is a specialist weft knitter and finisher and second generation family business, established in 1970,
in Pinxton, Nottinghamshire. From their 50,000sqft site they utilise a broad base of weft knitting machinery
and quality yarns. They work with a large range of fibres including, polyester, glass fibre, silver, Protal, Nomex,
cotton, X-Static, acrylic, polypropylene to name but a few.
Being a manufacture based in the heart of England with on site design capabilities they can offer quick
turnaround, small run quantities and development of products specifically and exclusively for their customers.
Toledo Fabrics, Dunsil Road Brookhill Industrial Estate Pinxton Nottinghamshire NG16 6NT

Lenzing FR ®
Lenzing FR ® protects against heat stress. Produced from wood, a natural raw material, Lenzing FR ® offers
protection against heat and flame in a variety of different applications. Around the world Lenzing FR ® sets
the standard for quality among cellulose fibres with an incorporated FR agent. Only Lenzing FR ® is produced
using the Lenzing Modal® process. This ensures that the very highest fibre tenacities are obtained and makes it
possible to insert the FR agent in a permanent manner.
Lenzing Aktiengesellschaft, 4860 Lenzing, Austria, Werkstraße 2
Phone: +43 7672 701 0 Telefax: +43 7672 701 3880 Email: office@lenzing.com

Riopele
Founded in 1927, Riopele is one of the oldest textile companies in Portugal and an international reference in
the creation and production of fabrics for fashion and clothing collections. Incorporating sustainable practices
across the entire business, Riopele invests in the production of high-quality fabrics, based on natural, synthetic,
artificial and recycled fibres, with great expertise in polyester/viscose/elastane blends.
Avenida Riopele 946, 4770-405 Pousada de Saramagos, Portugal Tel: +351 252 990 990 Web: https://www.riopele.pt

Schoeller Textil AG
Schoeller Textil AG is a Swiss-based company that operates internationally. It specialises in the development and
manufacture of functional fabrics and textile technologies for the areas of active sports, fashion and work.
schoeller®- works is the division of Schoeller, which is focused on the specific requirements in the area of workwear.
A specialized professional team within the world’s most innovative textile company has developed individual
solutions with added safety, esprit and service.
Schoeller Textil AG, Bahnhofstrasse, 17 9470 Sevelen/ Switzerland Web: www.schoeller-works.com E: info@schoeller-works.com T: +41 81 786 0 800 Fax: +41 81 786 0 810

DuPont
With expertise spanning two centuries, diverse industries and more than 90 countries, our company is uniquely
positioned to help solve some of the world’s biggest challenges. For more than 200 years, DuPont has brought
world-class science and engineering to the global marketplace through innovative products, materials and services.
Our market-driven innovation introduces thousands of new products and patent applications every year, serving
markets as diverse as agriculture, nutrition, electronics and communications, safety and protection, home and
construction, transportation and apparel. The DuPont Oval and DuPont™ are registered trademarks or trademarks of
E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
+44 (9) 1438 734 000 www.dupont.co.uk

A W Hainsworth
Hainsworth’s expertise in protective clothing has always gone beyond just manufacturing fabric, since supplying fire
brigades with protective fabrics over 100 years ago, Hainsworth have continued to set the benchmark in innovative
protective fabric for today’s modern emergency service personnel with their range of patented technologies.
A W Hainsworth & Sons LTD Web: www.protectsyou.co.uk.
Julie Greenough Marketing Manager E: juliegreenough@hainsworth.co.uk T: 0113 257 0391 F: 0113 395 5686
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CALVELEX is based in the North of Portugal, in the very heart of the Portuguese textiles industry, one of the most
important textile-manufacturing regions in the European Union. Since 1985, CALVELEX has devoted itself to clothes
manufacturing and it has always striven to accompany as closely as possible the growth that has taken place within
the sector.
The constant updating of technological equipment and production processes, along with the training and motivation
of the human resources involved, mean that CALVELEX manufacturing units have achieved a degree of efficiency,
which place CALVELEX among the most successful competitors in the sector on a national level.
Monte do Calvelo, E.N 106 nº 1132, 4620-256 Lustosa, Portugal Tel: +351 255 880 320 Web: http://www.calvelex.com

Carrington Textiles Ltd
The largest producer of workwear fabrics in the UK, exporting to more than 70 countries worldwide, with over
60% of our products going to new markets. Over 35 million metres of fabric are produced annually. Throughout
Europe and beyond, millions of people go about their tasks in workwear made from Carrington fabrics.
New ideas to meet the most stringent performance requirements encountered in diverse areas such as heavy
industry, light engineering, food processing, retail, distribution, pharmaceutical, healthcare and defence.

Carrington Textiles Ltd., Market Street, Adlington nr Chorley. Lancashire PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850 Web: www.carrington.co.uk

Sofileta Advanced Textiles
SOFILETA is part of a family-run industrial Group specialising in the design and production of technical textile
components. Since the Group’s creation in 1911, we have developed extensive textile expertise and progressively
integrated a wide range of professions: warping, weaving, knitting, dyeing, finishing and laminating.
Our vertical integration, allied with the quality of our organisation, allows us to not only produce highly-reliable
technical textile components - but also offer excellent service to our customers.
Tel: + 33 (0) 474 435 454 Email: cclark_sofileta@btinternet.com Web: www.sofileta.com/en

W. L. Gore & Associates
Gore’s prominent position in the workwear market can be attributed to two key factors: their creation and
development of an extremely wide range of functional and technical fabrics which are waterproof, breathable and
windproof and its policy of establishing close brand partnerships with leading manufacturers. Gore Workwear
offers the highest quality standard of PPE by tailoring the application of its technical fabric to the specific
requirements of the end user.
Gore garments and footwear provide durable protection which will last longer, need replacing less often and offer
value for money.
www.gore.com Contact Gore on 0800-833357

Sympatex
Sympatex Technologies has been one of the leading global suppliers of high-tech functional materials in clothing,
footwear, accessories, protective workwear (Contract & Workwear) and technical applications. Sympatex
is represented in more than 20 countries with its headquarter in Munich/Unterföhring. Sympatex develops,
manufactures and sells membranes, laminates, functional textiles, finished products and bespoke end products for
a range of applications with selected partners all over the world. Sympatex materials are optimal breathable, 100%
windproof and waterproof and are manufactured using completely recyclable membranes.
The technologies and processes are based on the principle of ecological responsibility and sustainability.
Sympatex Technologies GmbH Sonja Zajontz Feringastraße 7a 85774 Unterföhring/Germany +49
(0) 89 9400 58-300 info@sympatex.com
Protal Ltd
advanced technology

Protal Limited is part of the Waxman group of companies based in the UK. With over 50 years’ experience, Waxman
continues to lead the way in flame retardant fabric technology with the new Protal range of protective clothing
fabric solutions from our quality partner producers. Protal 1, 3 and 5 offer class leading performance in multiple
risk environments including flame, electric arc, flash fire, and metal splash. Protal fabrics can be dyed to any colour
including high visibility and are industrially launderable. All Protal fabrics contain the very latest Protex modacrylic
fibre designed specifically for PPE applications.
Protal Ltd, Grove Mills, Elland HX5 9DZ West Yorkshire. Web: www.protal.co.uk E: info@protal.co.uk T: 01422 310600

If you want to reach decision makers who are
looking to produce corporatewear, workwear
and PPE, then make a date in your diary for this

PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards

forthcoming key networking event: The PCIAW®
Awards return next year, where you’ll find the
industry’s latest innovations and designs being

Buyers’ Guide

celebrated at the Radisson Blu Edwardian,
London Heathrow on 3rd November, 2021.
T: +44 (0)1908 411 415 E :info@pciaw.org
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Fabric & Fibre Voice

CALVELEX

Members of the PCIAW®

A selection of members organised by category
Accessories

Clothing

Cintas Hospitality
UK Ltd
Cintas leads the industry
in providing entrance
and logo mats, restroom

Hunter

Shield360NW Ltd

The representatives of the
Portuguese apparel and
clothing industry in many
national institutions.

Cutting edge technology
lead managed service
solutions from a multi award
winning company for your
uniform / PPE needs.

Shield360 is a high quality

fire protection products

Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com

and services, and industrial

Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

products, first aid, safety,

Clothing

ANIVEC

Web: anivec.com
Tel: (+35) 1226 165 470

supplies, promotional

Clothing

provider of work wear and
PPE solutions, working with
a wide range of clients
across a variety industries.
Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: 07551 979 891

carpet and tile cleaning.
Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

PDC UK
We provide our customers
with innovative ID
products that identify and
help to protect the safety

Raymond Ltd

Polymark GB Ltd

VAP Sourcing Ltd

RAYMOND is geared up to
provide complete solution for
all B2B International clients
for Corporate clothing.
Organisational commitment
for a ambitious growth of
B2B business in India and
beyond.

Innovative heat transfers,
emblems and tapes, offering
a comprehensive range of
branding and identification
solutions.

VAP Sourcing Ltd present a
huge diversity of superbly
made products, all fashioned
from a vast range of fabrics.
They produce everything from
police uniforms to leisure wear
and school uniforms to hi-vis.

Web: raymond.in
Tel: +98 19009474

of their people.
PDC UK, part of the
Brady Corporation, is a

Makers of uniforms that
encapsulate the brand and
empower the wearers.

identification.
Web: pdc-big.co.uk
Tel +44 208 614 8958

We blend all of the skills
within our global business
to ensure our uniforms
accurately represent our
clients’ brands and are to
perform at their best.

SKYPRO
Feel the ultimate care.
Skypro is the most
innovative company in
developing uniforms, shoes
and accessories that care

Tel: 07973 158828

Web: vapsourcingltd.com
Tel: +8801613060324

Cintas

Incorporatewear

global leader in people

Web: polymark.co.uk

Web: incorporatewear.co.uk
Tel: 07919 166 917

Cintas corporation provides
highly specialised products
and services to over a
million customers from
independent auto repair
shops to large hotel chains.
.Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

Web: wearskypro.com

To become a trusted

products and fibre
technologies for diverse
industries.

Tel: 07867 906 287

Cobmex Apparel
UK Ltd
Beautifully Technical.

Web: cobmex.com
Tel: +44 (0) 800-852-7286

member of the PCIAW®,
please vist pciaw.org,
email info@pciaw.org or call

Gore has created numerous

Web: gore-tex.co.uk

At Cobmex, a desire
to combine style and
functionality is part of the
company’s fabric.

for aviation professionals.

W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc

teamdress®
As a clothing manufacturer,
teamdress specialises in
modern workwear, personal
protective equipment and
professional fashion for many
industries.
Web: teamdress.co.uk
Tel: + 44 (0)20 300 897 8

us on +44 (0)1908 411 415
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Equipment

Services

Services

Fabrics

PDC BIG

QuantaCorp

Lenzing FR

Cintas Corporation provides
products and services to
over 1 million customers
from independent auto
repair shops to large hotel
chains.
Web: cintas.com
Tel: +44 (0) 121 781 7237

We provide our customers
with innovative ID products
that identify and help to
protect the safety of their
people.

QuantaCorp sizing platform
is a mobile application and
online portal designed to
enable anyone to easily
determine a clothed wearer’s
body measurements and
garment size.

Fashion, home textiles,

Web: quantacorp.io
Tel: +32 9 298 15 89

Tel: +43 7672 701 0

W. L. Gore &
Associates Inc

Sizer Technologies

Shield360NW Ltd

A young start-up company
which has developed
game-changing technology
that obtains accurate body
measurements of its users.

Shield360 is a high quality
provider of work wear and
PPE solutions, working with
a wide range of clients
across a variety industries.

Tel: 07867 906 287

Web: sizer.me
Tel: (+97) 2544 232 478

Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: 07551 979 891

Shield360NW Ltd

Ecmanage B.V.

Size Stream UK Ltd

Hunter

Shield360 is a high quality
provider of work wear and
PPE solutions, working with
a wide range of clients
across a variety industries.

Ecmanage is an online
clothing and PPE system
which can be used to
control the process of
ordering new garments and
accessories.

Size Stream’s mission is
to create value for 3D
body data through helping
customer’s achieve better
fitting products and services

Cutting edge technology
lead managed service
solutions from a multi award
winning company for your

Web: sizestream.com
Tel: +1 973 583 0180

Web:
hunterapparelsolutions.com

Cintas

Gore opened its first
European presence in
London in 1964, selling
electronics products.
Web: gore-tex.co.uk

Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: 07551 979 891

Web: pdc-big.co.uk
Tel +44 208 614 8958

Web: ecmanage.eu
Tel: +31 70 415 7120

sports and outdoor wear,
protection wear, cosmetic
and hygiene products, hightech applications.
.Web: lenzing.com

Milliken and
Company
Meeting the highperformance and comfort
expectations of today’s
consumer in a wide range of
markets.
Web: milliken.com
Tel: +1 6149373318

uniform / PPE needs.

Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Size Stream UK Ltd

3DLOOK

CORDURA®

Carrington Textiles Ltd

Size Stream’s mission is
to create value for 3D
body data through helping
customer’s achieve better
fitting products and services

At 3DLOOK we have built
a body data platform
that enables a simple
exchange of measurement
and shape data between
your business and your
customers.
Web: 3dlook.me
Tel: +38 0992887900

CORDURA® Advanced

Carrington is the largest

Web: sizestream.com
Tel: +1 973 583 0180

PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards
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Fabrics are both strong and
versatile, great for combating
the daily grind to surviving
some of the world’s toughest
environments.
Web: cordura.com
Tel: +44 (0)1452 633000

Uniform Buyers’ Network

producer of workwear
fabrics in the UK, producing
over 50 million metres
of fabric annually, and
exporting to more than 75
countries worldwide.
Web: carrington.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)7712 873 739

www.pciaw.org
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Brickfield House
High Road, Thornwood
Epping, Essex
CM16 6TH
Tel: +44 (0) 800 852 7286
Email: enquiry@cobmex.com
Web: www.cobmex.co.uk

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Clubclass
Corporate Clothing

Unit 2, 3 Island Drive,
Thorne, Doncaster
DN8 5UE
Tel: 01405 782780
clubclasscorporatewear.co.uk
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Market Street, Adlington
Chorley, Lancashire
PR7 4HJ
Tel: 01257 476 850
Web: www.carrington.co.uk.
Trusted PCIAW® Member
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PDC UK

VAP Sourcing Ltd

Flat B4, House 29, Road 5,
Sector 10, Uttara Dhaka 1230

Guide
CE

Tel: +88 01613 060324
sourcing@vapsourcingltd.com
www.vapsourcingltd.com
Trusted PCIAW® Member

Size Stream
Milliken & Company
Branded Workwear

Size Stream, LLC
223 Commonwealth Court
Cary, NC 27511
Web: www.sizestream.com
Tel: 919.650.2525

920 Milliken Road,

26 Tallon Road, Hutton,
Brentwood CM13 1TJ

Tel: 6149373318

T: 020 3633 2699
E: sales@brandedworkwear.store
W: www.brandedworkwear.store

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Spartanburg, SC 29303

Web: milliken.com

Web: anivec.com

Uniform Buyers’ Network
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and logo listed as a regular part of
PCIAW®VOICE, serving as a
product guide for buyers.
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PRODUCTVOICE
Shield
360NW
Ltd

Bristol & Bath
Science Park
Dirac Crescent
Emersons Green
Bristol, BS16 7FR

Web: shield360.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 1172 441910
Trusted PCIAW® Member

ANIVEC

Av. da Boavista,

3523 – 7º

Porto, Portugal

Trusted PCIAW® Member

Hunter Apparel
Solutions Ltd

Springtown Industrial Estate
Derry~Londonderry
Northern Ireland. BT48 0LY
Web: hunterapparelsolutions.com

Tel: +44 (0)28 7126 2542

Trusted PCIAW® Member

SERVICESVOICE

ecmanage bv
ecmanage is the system for the complete ordering process of company clothing,
personal protective equipment (PPE) and other personal equipment.
The company was founded by Ron Wessels and Evert van Es in 2006.

Ecmanage bv, Amperelaan 4, 2289 CD Rijswijk, Netherlands
www.ecmanage.co.uk t: +31 70 415 7120 E: info@ecmanage.co.uk

www.pciaw.org

PCIAW® launches a newly
improved, optimised website
The PCIAW® is excited to unveil its newly
invigorated, modern website.

global market. As a non-profit membership organisation, we
have carefully invested funds into this new website upgrade for
the benefit of all end-users.”

Our upgraded site is designed with users in mind, optimising
user experience through enhanced navigation which promotes

The PCIAW® is committed to expanding the influence and

ease of use. Browse through our range of publications, including

scope of the industry whilst facilitating future innovation as

our globally recognised PCIAW® VOICE Magazines, Buyers

the only sector-specific body unifying the professional clothing

Guides, and Membership Profiles of some of the biggest names

industry. Since the launch of the newly embellished website,

in the textile and manufacturing industry.

the PCIAW® has received over 600,000 user views.

Yvette Ashby, CEO and founder of PCIAW® says: “As the key

Visit pciaw.org for an engaging, accessible, and informative user

industry association for all of the professional clothing sector

experience.

we have risen to the multiple challenges presented during
COVID-19. We place high importance on our offering and the
benefits we provide to our members operating within this

www.pciaw.org

@thepciaw

info@pciaw.org

/company/thepciaw

+44 (0)1908 411 415

/thepciaw

PCIAW®VOICE

Summit & Awards

Buyers’ Guide

Uniform Buyers’ Network

www.pciaw.org
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Join for
All Access

Visit our new website and become a member of PCIAW®. Showcase your business on the world’s largest
directory of buyers, suppliers, manufacturers and service providers dedicated to the professional clothing industry.

Get in touch:
Editor:
Declan Osborn
T: +44 (0) 1908 411 415
M: +44 (0) 7770 873 200
E: declan@pciaw.org
www.pciaw.org

@thepciaw

info@pciaw.org

/company/thepciaw

+44 (0)1908 411 415
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